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ABSTRACT 

This work begins development of a functional language, Easel, with declarative 

denotational semantics similar to human mathematical discourse. Practical 

advantages of this include established methods of representation and analysis. 

Well-founded Easel programs have denotational semantics, the formal analog of 

the informal mathematical notion of well-definedness.  

Easel programs are rewrite systems with guard conditions and are genuinely 

denotational in that the algorithm for evaluation is explicitly not constrained. 

While this yields a number of potential optimizations unique to Easel it also 

requires methodological changes due to a shift in burden from the compiler to the 

programmer.  

Easel semantics are constructively defined and shown to be Turing complete. 

The specification for an Easel implementation is given and a reference 

implementation for Java allows terms to be evaluated. As the syntax for Easel is 

primitive and side-effects are not allowed, it is expected Easel will act as a 

computation server or as a meta-language for more readable languages, such as 

SequenceL. Initial performance measurements are reported. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this work is to begin development of a functional programming 

language designed from the outset to afford reasoning and discourse about 

programs. Easel is a functional language whose semantics are designed to be 

similar to those of human-to-human mathematical discourse. The two attributes 

of mathematical discourse we aim to capture are declarative denotational 

semantics and indeterminacy, each of which is explained in detail below. Based 

on our search of the literature, the combination of these attributes in a 

programming language appears to be novel.  

The language of mathematics allows participants in discussion to precisely 

communicate relationships and to reason about them in the same language. This 

is in sharp contrast to procedural languages which describe processes on data 

and thus require a separate language for reasoning. Functional languages 

appear to allow declarations of relationship to be written, yet they continue to be 

hard to reason about as we shall see.  

Compared to other approaches, a functional language with semantics similar to 

mathematical discourse would combine the advantages of modularity and 

composition (Hughes 1984) inherent in functional programs with an improved 

ability to reason about programs constructed in this way (Rushton and Towell 

2007). The goal of this work is to leverage an existing discourse language to 

allow construction and reasoning about programs. Mathematicians use a precise 

language derived via consensus over hundreds of years. Standard conventions 

and well-known axioms allow collaborators across disciplines to understand, 
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review, and contribute to the work of others. Designing a programming language 

with semantics similar to mathematics allows programmers to exploit its 

extensive development and wide-spread fluency. Plausible practical advantages 

of such a programming language include: the use of time-tested methods of 

representation and analysis, leverage of existing skill-base for precise analysis of 

code, and improved readability by non-programming but technically literate 

associates, such as managers and customers.  

1.1 Denotational Semantics 

Denotational semantics is a way of formalizing the meaning of a program by 

constructing its equivalent mathematical function. Mathematical discourse relies 

on denotational semantics as introduced by Tarski (1944) in the context of 

predicate calculus. In the context of computing, declarative denotational 

semantics was introduced by Scott & Strachey (1971). From as early as the 

development of FORTRAN, expressions written in high-level programming 

languages, such as the C expression below, have easily been attributed 

denotational semantics.  

(a + b) / 2 

In contrast, imperative semantics formalizes the meaning to a program by 

defining a sequence of individual computations. When considered as a whole, 

many programming languages are more easily formalized using imperative 

semantics. For example, the denotational semantic of a goto statement in C is 

difficult to imagine, but its imperative semantic simply adjusts the sequence of 

computations. 
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Straightforward denotational semantics are desirable for reasoning about 

programs since the most common step in proofs is to perform a substitution of 

one term for another. Substitution is only possible if terms are known to be 

equivalent or are referentially transparent. Roughly speaking, a language L is 

referentially transparent to the degree that any expression E in L has a value 

which can be substituted for E without changing the meaning of the program in 

which E appears. This is usually discussed in terms of whether or not the 

evaluation of an expression has “side effects”. For example, in the following C 

code, the function f() is referenced twice with the same parameter. 

x = f(3) + f(3); 

If function f() were referentially transparent, only one call to it would be required 

since the value of the expression f(3) could not change. This means the 

compiler would be free to optimize out the second call by simply reusing the 

previous value. However, the C language does not guarantee this property and 

function f() could easily violate referential transparency by referencing a global 

variable, as shown below, or performing I/O. Indeed, most procedural languages 

do not guarantee referential transparency. 

int count = 0; 

int f(int n) 

{ 

    count++; 

    return count + n; 

} 

On the other hand, many functional programming languages, such as Lisp, 

Haskell, Scheme and ML, support at least limited forms of referential 

transparency. This allows these languages, and similarly Easel, to capitalize on 
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graph reduction, such as shared evaluation of repeated sub-terms, as described 

above, and originally presented by Turner (1979).  

Well-founded and canonical Easel programs have a straightforward denotational 

semantic. A well-founded Easel program is formally defined in Definition 2.28; 

roughly speaking, a well-founded and canonical Easel program is the formal 

analog of the informal mathematical notion of well-defined. A math function is 

well-defined if every element of its domain has a value in the function. This is 

more easily illustrated by a counter example, such as the ill-defined function, 

shown below. 

f(x) = f(x + 1) − 1 

In addition to ill-defined functions, partial functions are not considered well-

defined. A partial function is a function such that not every element of the obvious 

domain of the function is defined. For example, let S be a set of natural numbers. 

|S|
(S) S

∑
∈= x

x

f  

Without accompanying text to restrict its domain, f(S) is a partial function since 

the expression on the right is not defined for empty sets. To be considered well-

defined, either the surrounding context must make it clear that f(S) is only defined 

for non-empty sets, or the domain could be restricted locally by appending 

“, S ≠ {}” to the definition. 

It is instructive to clarify the denotational semantics of Easel by comparing it to 

existing declarative languages. Three major classes of declarative languages are 

discussed below. 
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The logical language Prolog at a glance seems promising as a declarative 

language with denotational semantics. However, as used in practice, it makes 

use of side-effects, such as assert and cut; often placing it in the same category 

as procedural languages with regard to reasoning about a program. Even pure 

Prolog uses depth first SLDNF resolution, which is incomplete. This forces the 

programmer to consider the evaluation order used which effectively makes pure 

Prolog similarly procedural and again makes reasoning about the behavior of 

programs difficult. 

Another category of languages to consider is lazy-evaluation, functional 

languages. Lazy-evaluation is a computational technique where evaluation is 

delayed until the result is required. Typically this means a function is applied to 

its parameters before they are evaluated. This is in contrast to eager-evaluation, 

where parameters must be evaluated before applying the function. Unfortunately, 

lazy-evaluation make denotational semantics complicated. Haskell is the best 

known example of a lazy-evaluation, functional language. Reasoning about 

Haskell programs is much more complex than analogous reasoning about 

referentially transparent languages (Thompson 1989; Kieburtz 2002). 

Additionally, since Haskell uses lazy-evaluation, it naturally encourages partial 

functions to save code.  

Haskel allows multiple definitions of a function symbol, as shown below, which 

are tried in order when evaluating an expression. 

factorial(0) = 1 

factorial(n) = n * factorial(n-1) 

In the case above, only the first definition is ever considered when evaluating 

factorial(0).  Thus, the domain of the second definition does not include 0. 
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This is not obvious on the face of the definition alone, but means the definition is 

dependent on all preceding definitions. This dependency also makes reasoning 

about the program harder.  

In contrast to lazy-evaluation are eager-evaluation functional languages, with 

Lisp being the best known example. In practice, Lisp is typically used with non-

functional semantics, such as side-effects, assignment, and sequencing. 

Additionally, in the methodology of Lisp programming it is common to leave 

argument types unspecified. This means the domain of a function must be 

inferred rather than given. As we saw in the example of f(S) above, an 

unspecified domain violates a commitment to play the game of mathematics, 

since partial functions are more difficult to reason about. So, Lisp as typically 

used is neither a functional language nor one which lends itself to mathematical 

reasoning about a program.  

These “minor” issues are commonly ignored when discussing the functional 

properties of pure Lisp. The discussion of pure Lisp restricts the language to its 

functional subset. It is important to remember that while much discussion occurs 

concerning pure Lisp, it is rarely seen in commercial use. This may be due to the 

mental effort required to identify and use only the purely functional while 

simultaneously avoiding the procedural, the system related, and other portions of 

the language. Thus, the whole responsibility falls to the programmer with no 

support from the language. However, even pure Lisp contains attributes which 

substantially differ from mathematical writing conventions. The ordering of guard 

conditions within the cond operator does not mimic the language of conditionals 

in mathematical discourse. For example, the function below is unambiguous in 

the semantics of Lisp; it computes the minimum of its arguments. 
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(defun min (n m) 

  (cond  

    ((< n m) n)  

    (t m) 

  )) 

However, a similar mathematical definition, as shown below, is considered 

nonsensical when it occurs in human mathematical discourse. 



 <

=
always,

,
),min(

m

mnn
mn  

The definition above is in error because mathematics does not dictate the order a 

case must be tried when evaluating min. Any case may be used as long as its 

condition is met. We observe from this difference that mathematics convention 

accepts a greater risk of ambiguity and simultaneously requires greater 

responsibility on the part author.  

It should be noted that while Easel programs are required to be well-founded, this 

condition is undecidable. This is similar to the trade-off in the mathematics 

convention observed above. This trade-off means Easel programs may be more 

easily reasoned about. Easier reasoning, in turn, improves discourse about 

programs and allows a freer hand in optimizing evaluation. 

1.2 Indeterminacy 

In addition to declarative denotational semantics, indeterminacy is an intuitive 

property of mathematical discourse. A computing system allows indeterminacy if 

more than one evaluation order is permitted. To illustrate the relevance of 

indeterminacy to ordinary mathematical reasoning, consider the task of adding 
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the members of a set of numbers. A simple and intuitive procedural algorithm for 

computing the sum of a set of numbers is given below. 

Function Sum 

    Input: S, a set of numbers to be summed 

    Output: the total of the numbers 

 

1 total � 0 

2 while S ≠ { } do 

3  x � a member of S 

4  S � S – {x} 

5  total � total + x 

6 return total 

Line 3 of Sum allows any convenient scheme to be used to determine a member 

of the set S. Since the algorithm above does not specify how a member should 

be chosen, any will do and the interpreter is free to select the easiest or fastest 

element to retrieve.  

Unfortunately, this algorithm cannot be faithfully mimicked in a traditional 

functional language with referential transparency. A reasonable attempt would 

be: 

sum(S) := 0 when S = {} 

sum(S) := sum(S – {choose(S)}) + choose(S) when S ≠ {} 

In this attempt, a choosing function must be employed. Keep in mind that 

choose(S) is not truly a function if it returns a member based on some 

representation of the set. For example, if choose({ 2, 3, 4 }) returns 2, the first 

member appearing in the written description of the set, then we have 

{ 1, 2 } = { 2, 1} but choose({ 1, 2 }) ≠ choose({ 2, 1 }); which violates referential 

transparency, as well as the axioms of equality. Thus, choose(S) must choose a 

distinguished member of S, such as the minimum, and its implementation may 
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have to search through all members of S to find the appropriate one. Using this 

definition of choose(S), sum(S) is both inefficient (same order as selection sort) 

and unintuitive, when compared side by side with the original algorithm. It is 

important to find a solution to the problem exemplified above, given the 

preeminence of sets in mathematics and since it occurs for all functions of sets. 

To capture the intuition of the algorithm in a functional language, what is needed 

is a semantic mechanism for selecting x non-deterministically. For example, the 

following functional definitions are order agnostic. 

sum(S) := 0 when S = {} 

sum(S) := sum(S – {x}) + x when x ∈ S 

The recursive case of the definition applies to any member x of S. The value of 

any particular calculation is well-defined and yet the intermediate steps have not 

been constrained. Indeterminacy allows evaluation to be optimized without 

regard to intermediate constraints; unnecessary constraints only add to the 

burden of an optimizing compiler. Though simple, such a representation is not 

available in most functional languages, for reasons rooted in a fundamental 

commitment to giving semantics in terms of a deterministic evaluation algorithm. 

One computing system which incorporates indeterminacy is string rewriting 

(Bundy 1981, p. 118). String rewriting is a substitution system which allows a 

string to be transformed by a set of rules. For example, the following rewrite rules 

can be used to sort a string consisting of the set { a, b, c }. 

ba → ab 

ca → ac 

cb → bc 
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Rules must be continually applied until no more rules apply. When this fixed point 

is reached the resulting string is known as the normal form of the original string. It 

is important to note any application order may be followed; the process is 

indeterminate, yet in this case the result is determinate. The result will be 

determinate whenever there exists only one normal form for each string in the 

language.  

In addition to indeterminacy, rewrite systems provide many of the same 

properties as those of functional languages. For example, they incorporate pure 

functions, higher-order functions, recursion, and declarative semantics. Using a 

rewrite system should allow development of a language with declarative 

denotational semantics and indeterminacy. However, consider the side effects of 

allowing indeterminacy. 

Indeterminacy in rewrite systems can allow an expression to have multiple 

reductions in two ways. First, multiple reductions occur when more than one rule 

applies to a complete expression. If the rules produce non-equivalent reductions 

the expression is ambiguous under the rules. This is similar to the function shown 

below; it is ambiguous for 0 < x < 10. 





>+

<−
=

01

101

xx

xx
xg

,

,
)(  

This form of indeterminism is considered an error in definition as noted above.  

The second form of multiple rewrite occurs when the one or more rules apply to 

more than one sub-expression. For example, in the expression 3×4+2×5, the 

multiplication rule can be applied to either 3×4 or 2×5. In this case, while there 

exist multiple rewrites, the expression has only one normal form, its value. This 
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leaves unspecified as much as possible, which promotes optimizations. 

However, it can produce multiple values if not managed correctly. Consider 

applying the rewrite rule aa → b to the string aaa.  In this case there are two 

normal forms of the string: ba and ab.  

Our goal of emulating mathematical discourse requires we allow indeterminacy in 

evaluation but not in the value of an expression. This means the semantics of 

Easel must be genuinely denotational, in the sense that the algorithm for 

evaluation is explicitly not constrained. This is in contrast with eager-evaluation 

languages, such as Lisp, lazy-evaluation languages, such as Haskell, or 

languages using incomplete, algorithmically restricted forms of resolution, such 

as Prolog. Section 3.5 addresses this. 

The semantics of Easel, though declarative, are defined constructively. However, 

the semantics of language L (Rushton and Towell 2007) are given in a non-

constructive way, via a fixed point condition. Language L can be reasoned about 

using predicate calculus as long as the functions being defined are total. Part of 

the work on this dissertation includes an implementation of an algorithm which 

can be used to evaluate Easel terms. We conjecture that L has the same 

declarative semantics as a subset of Easel, so that this dissertation can show 

that values of L terms are computable by an algorithm, which is described herein. 

Verification of this conjecture, however, is future work.   

1.3 Methodology 

Since Easel semantics are only defined for well-founded programs, and that 

condition is undecidable, methodological changes are required. The most 

important methodological change is a commitment to defining functions which 
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are total on the domain of their parameters. As mentioned earlier for Lisp, and 

typical of other languages too, function definitions are commonly partial since 

there is no method to define their domain. Imprecise definitions frustrate 

reasoning and depart from the goal of a discourse language similar to 

mathematics. Although existing languages do not require functions to be total, 

only convention and lack of training prevent programmers from writing total 

functions. Easel programmers are expected to write total functions because it 

allows easier reasoning about the program.  

Another methodology change results from an absence of special syntax for 

defining types in Easel. At first this seems to contradict the previous commitment 

to total functions since most languages, for example Haskell, use types to restrict 

the domain of functions. If types are used to restrict function domain, then type 

syntax is simply an alternative for more general constraints on the arguments of 

a function. In general, it is useful to have function domains restrictable on 

arbitrary conditions, as we saw in the example of sum(S) above. Therefore, Easel 

uses dynamic typing of parameters via guard conditions on those parameters, 

using predicate functions as types. This allows function names to be overloaded 

with respect to both the number and types of their parameters, and allows 

functions to be defined on domains on which they are total and have known 

properties. Similar to well-foundedness, type checking is not decidable by an 

algorithm. Therefore, documenting and checking axioms becomes a matter of 

disciplined programming methodology, rather than a simple checkable syntax.  

Finally, the commitment to avoid side-effects and create a purely declarative 

language means Easel supports no I/O operations. This allows the declarative 

aspects of the program to be easily reasoned about. It also suggests another 

methodological change if Easel programs are to be deployed. Computation about 
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which reasoning may be desired, or which facilitates non-programmer discourse 

is desired, may now be separated from other aspects of a program. This 

separation allows clearly delineated parts of the program to be expressed in an 

uncluttered way designed specifically for discourse.  

A reference implementation of Easel for Java exists. It allows evaluation of Easel 

terms to be performed within a traditional procedural program. In this way it acts 

as a "computation server", analogous to the way an SQL engine acts as a data 

server. In fact, Easel was originally conceived as an implementation language for 

more reader-friendly functional languages such as SequenceL (Cooke and 

Rushton 2005, 2007). In this way Easel could be considered a “functional 

assembly language”. This is partially evidenced by the lack of syntactic sugar 

afforded to Easel. 

To summarize, Easel is a functional language whose semantics are similar to 

human mathematical discourse in that it has declarative denotational semantics 

and indeterminacy. Among existing functional languages, pure Lisp is the 

language which most closely resembles mathematical discourse. However, even 

pure Lisp is a poor comparison because it is largely theoretical and ignored in 

practice. The following important differences remain between Easel and pure 

Lisp:  

  1) indeterminacy and agnostic evaluation order, facilitating optimization,  

  2) methodological commitment to total functions, facilitating reasoning, and  

  3) methodological commitment to no side-effects, even for commercial use.  

A pure Lisp program, used with Easel methodology, could be reasoned about in 

the same way as Easel, but evaluation could not be optimized in the same way 

because of strict evaluation of arguments. 
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The remainder of this document describes Easel and its methodology. Chapter 2 

defines the Easel abstract machine, a constructive model for term evaluation. 

Chapter 3 defines syntax and implementation details for an Easel interpreter. 

Chapter 4 presents several Easel programs. Performance of the reference 

implementation is considered in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 draws conclusions 

about this work and makes suggestions for future work. 
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CHAPTER II 

EASEL ABSTRACT MACHINE 

This chapter defines the Easel abstract machine, an abstract computing model 

allowing indeterminacy. Chapter 3 gives definitions and requirements for an 

Easel interpreter, a concrete tool used to evaluate Easel terms. 

2.1 Terms 

In order to describe how Easel indefinite computing occurs, we must first 

describe how data may be encoded. For the following discussion we assume the 

existence of a finite computational symbol set Γ, an alphabet of characters with 

which computing is to be performed. 

Definition 2.1 (character): A character is a member of Γ. 

For illustrations, we consider the alphabet consisting of the digits and a few 

simple math symbols. 

Γ  = { 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, +, −, ×, ÷, =, <, > } 

It is desirable to manipulate combinations of characters. The scheme we employ 

for organizing multiple characters is to string them together.  

Informally, a string is a, possibly empty, finite ordered list of members. The length 

of a string is the number of members in the list. The ith member of a string s is the 

member which occurs in the ith position of s. The ith member of a string s for any i 

may be called a member of s. 
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In this document a string is written as ( m1, m2, m3, ... mn ), where m1 thru mn are 

members of the list. The following are examples of strings of characters from the 

alphabet given above. 

( −, 1, 0, +, 3 )  a string with character members: −, 1, 0, +, and 3 

( )    an empty string containing no members 

( 1, 2, 3, 4 )  a string with four character members: 1, 2, 3, and 4 

Definition 2.2 (replacement):  A replacement of the i
th

 member of string ( m1, m2, ... mj ) 

with string ( n1, n2, ... nk ) is the string ( m1, ... mi-1, n1, ... nk, mi+1, ... mj ).  

For example, the replacement of the third member of string ( −, 1, 0, +, 3 ) with 

string ( 1, 2, 3, 4 ) gives the string ( −, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, +, 3 ). 

A more complex, and recursive, organization allows members of a string to be 

strings themselves. Easel uses a single data structure, a recursive string, known 

as a term. 

Definition 2.3 (term): A term over Γ is a member of Γ or a string of terms over Γ.  

Definition 2.4 (structure): A structure over Γ is a string of terms over Γ. 

To distinguish between a general strings of terms and a structure, structures may 

be written as [ t1, t2, t3, ... tn ], where t1 thru tn are terms in the structure. Each of 

the following lines contains a term and a description of it. 

3     a single character 
[ −, 1, 0, 0, +, 3 ]  a string containing six characters 

[ ]     an empty string 
[ [ 1, 2, 3 ], [ 7, 8, 9 ] ] a string containing two strings 

[ [ ], [ ] ]   a string containing two empty strings 

[ 1, [ 2, [ 3, [ 4, [ ] ] ] ] ]  a string containing a character and a string 
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[ 1, 2, 3, 4 ]   a string of four characters 

It is convenient to be able to refer to complete “sub-parts” of a term.  

Definition 2.5 (constituent): A constituent of a term t is any of the following: 

1) t itself, or 

2) if t is a structure, a member of t, or 

3) if t is a structure, a constituent of a member of t. 

A constituent of a term is the complete term or any complete “sub-part” of the 

term. For example, all of the following are constituents of [ [1, 2, 3], [7, 8, 9] ]. 

[ 1, 2, 3 ]  2  [ 7, 8, 9 ]  7 

The following are not constituents of the term [ [ 1, 2, 3 ], [ 7, 8, 9 ] ]. 

[ 1, 2 ]   4  [ 3, 7, 8, 9 ]  [ 7, 8 ] 

Using standard techniques, terms can be used to encode any information 

needed for computing. Before we define rules for transforming data, we consider 

similar terms.  

2.2 General Terms 

Thus far we have considered individual terms over an alphabet. We now 

consider schemes for classifying groups of similar terms over an alphabet. These 

schemes rely on symbols outside the computational alphabet Γ. From this point 

forward, we will assume Φ, T, and Σ are alphabets, disjoint from each other and 

from Γ. For illustrations, we will assume the sets given below. 

Φ = { a, b, c, d }  T = { w, x, y, z }  Σ = { S, T, U } 
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In addition to symbols from various alphabets, one additional, unique symbol, 

meaning “true”, is needed. We use τ as this symbol. An Easel lexicon is a 

convenient method for referring to a particular combination of alphabets. 

Definition 2.6 (lexicon): An Easel lexicon is a 5-tuple (Γ, Φ, T, Σ, τ) where Γ, Φ, T, Σ, 

and { τ } are disjoint alphabets. The alphabets Γ, Φ, T, and Σ are respectively called 

the computational, character variable, term variable, and string variable alphabets of 

the lexicon. The symbol τ is the truth symbol of the lexicon.  

We also refer to members of a lexicon using subscripts. For example,  

Definition 2.7 (complete alphabet): The complete alphabet of lexicon (Γ, Φ, T, Σ, τ) is 

the union Γ ∪ Φ ∪ T ∪ Σ ∪ {τ}. 

In general, a term over a lexicon can contain character constituents from the 

complete alphabet of the lexicon, such as the examples below. 

[ x, +, x ]  [ 0, S, 1, S ]  [ a, x, S, x, a ]  [ S, =, a, x ] 

However, if a term over the complete alphabet of a lexicon does not contain a 

variable, that is, it does not contain a character constituent from Φ ∪ T ∪ Σ, then 

the term is referred to as a ground term. 

Definition 2.8 (ground term): A ground term in lexicon (Γ, Φ, T, Σ, τ) is a term over 

Γ ∪ {τ}. 

Definition 2.9 (pattern): A pattern in lexicon L is a term over the complete alphabet of L. 
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We intentionally use the name pattern when referring to a term which may 

contain a variable. 

A parameter of a pattern is any variable appearing in the pattern. 

Definition 2.10 (parameter): A parameter of pattern p in lexicon (Γ, Φ, T, Σ, τ) is any 

constituent x of p such that x ∈ Φ ∪ T ∪ Σ. 

For example, x is a parameter of both pattern [ x, +, 1 ] and pattern [ x, +,  x ]. 

Definition 2.11 (parameter set): The parameter set of pattern p in lexicon L is the set of 

all parameters of p in L. 

Symbols from Φ are allowed to represent a character from Γ and are known as 

character variables. Similarly, symbols from T are allowed to represent a term 

over Γ and are known as term variables. Finally, symbols from Σ are allowed to 

represent any string of terms over Γ and are known as string variables. 

Definition 2.12 (character variable): A character variable is a member of the alphabet Φ. 

Definition 2.13 (term variable): A term variable is a member of the alphabet T. 

Definition 2.14 (string variable): A string variable is a member of the alphabet Σ. 

A collection of replacement values for variables is known as an assignment.  

Definition 2.15 (assignment): An assignment in lexicon (Γ, Φ, T, Σ, τ) is a map from 

characters in Φ to characters in Γ, from characters in T to terms over Γ, and from 

characters in Σ to strings of terms over Γ. 
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For example, { a→5, x→[ 1, 2 ], S→( 0, 2, 7 ) } is an assignment in L. Its domain 

includes one of each type of variable. 

Replacing symbols from Φ, T, and Σ in a term with their value in an assignment 

is known as a substitution. 

Definition 2.16 (substitution): The substitution on pattern p by assignment a in lexicon 

L, written p \ a, is the term over the complete alphabet of L created by replacing each 

constituent x of p appearing in the domain of a with a(x).  

For example, the substitution on pattern [ a, +, S, y ] by the assignment above is 

[ 5, +, 0, 2, 7, y ]. 

If a substitution produces a ground term in the lexicon, as opposed to a term over 

the complete alphabet of L, it is known as an instance of the pattern. 

Definition 2.17 (instance): An instance t of a pattern p in lexicon L is a term over the 

computational alphabet of L which is a substitution on p in L. 

In the example above, y is not part of the assignment so the substitution is not an 

instance of the pattern. However the assignment { a→2, S→(3, 4), y→3 } does 

produce an instance of the pattern.  

In general, sets of ground terms may be defined by schema using terms of the 

complete alphabet of Γ. Consider the set of terms over Γ which contains 

members similar to the following terms. 

[ 3, +, 3 ]  [ 2, +, 2 ]  [ +, +, + ]   [ <, +, < ] 
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These terms over Γ belonging to the implied set which can be described as 

“terms of three members, where the second member is +, and the other 

members are identical characters”. Using a symbol from Φ, we can write a 

schema for the set as shown below.  

[ a, +, a ] 

Here, the character variable a represents any single character from Γ. If, in 

addition to the sample members above, we wish to include the following 

members, then we must use a term variable which can represent any complete 

term. 

[ [ 2, 2 ], +, [ 2, 2 ] ]  [ [ 1, 2, 3 ], +, [ 1, 2, 3 ] ] [ [ + ], +, [ + ] ] 

Using a symbol from T, we write a schema for the set described above.  

[ x, +, x ] 

Here, x represents any term over Γ ∪ T. 

Finally, consider writing a schema for the following terms; similar in a different 

way.  

[ = ]       [ 2, =, 2 ]  [ +, 3, 0, =, +, 3, 0 ]          [ [ 2, 2 ], 3, =, [ 2, 2 ], 3 ] 

The terms above are members of an infinite set which can be described as 

“terms consisting of any string of terms, the character =, and the same string of 

terms again”. Using a symbol from Σ, we write a schema for the set as shown 

below.  

[ S, =, S ] 
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In this example, S represents any sequence of terms over the complete alphabet 

of Γ. In order to distinguish between these three types of variable 

representations, we used symbols from different alphabets. This allows any type 

of match to occur within the same term. 

A grounding assignment is an instantiating assignment which does not contain 

unnecessary mappings. 

Definition 2.18 (grounding assignment): A grounding assignment, a, to term t from 

pattern p in lexicon L is an assignment in L such that p \ a is t and the domain of a is 

the parameter set of p. 

For each of the following terms and patterns, the grounding assignment to the 

term from the pattern is shown to the right. 

[ 2, −, 1 ]  [ x, +, y ]  no grounding assignment  
[ [ +, 5, 3 ], ×, 1 ] [ x, ×, 1 ]  { x→[ +, 5, 3 ] } 

[ 0, 0, 1, 2, 3 ]  [ 0, a, S ]  { a→0, S→( 1, 2, 3 ) } 

[ 0, 0, 1, 2, 3 ]  [ S, 0, T ]  { S→( 0 ), T→( 1, 2, 3 ) } or  
       { S→( ), T→( 0, 1, 2, 3 ) } 

2.3 Rules 

We can now consider transformations on terms within Easel. It may be 

productive to transform the structure [ 3, +, 2 ], for example, into the structure 

[ 5 ]. Similarly, the structure [ 1, ×, 7 ] could be transformed to the structure [ 7 ].  

Rules define a relationship on terms such that terms matching a rule can be 

transformed into other terms.  
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Definition 2.19 (rule): A rule in lexicon L is a 4-tuple (h, b, c, f), where h, b and c are 

patterns in L, such that the parameter sets of b and c are each a subset of the 

parameter set of h, and f ∈ {  τ, τ̄  }. The elements h, b, c, f are respectively called 

the head, body, condition, and affinity of the rule. 

In the definition above, the subset condition excludes pattern combinations which 

result in free variables in either the body or the condition. That is, all variables in 

the body or the condition of a rule must occur in the head of the rule. 

Several rules can work together to provide a complete solution to a problem. In 

general, a collection of rules will be needed to solve problems.  

Definition 2.20 (program): A program in lexicon L is a finite set of rules in lexicon L. 

Definition 2.21 (matches): A rule (h, b, c, f), in lexicon L, matches term t with grounding 

assignment a, if h \ a = t.  

A rule r matches a term t, if t is an instance of the head of r. 

Definition 2.22 (applies to): A rule (h, b, c, f), in lexicon L, applies to term t in program 

P with grounding assignment a if h \ a = t and τ is an evaluation of c \ a in P (or, if 

f is τ̄ , c \ a has a value x in P where x is not τ). We write this relationship as: h \ a = t 

and c \ a = f in P. 

A rule r applies to a term t, if t matches r and the evaluation of the condition 

equals the affinity of the rule. 

Evaluation of a term requires a larger context, such as a program. Section 2.5 

discusses the evaluation of terms within a well-founded program. 
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( [ S, x, T, y, U ], [ S, y, T, x, U ], [ x, >, y ], τ )    (R1) 

Consider how rule R1 might apply to [ 2, 5, 4, 7 ]. Two grounding assignments are 

{ S→( 2 ), x→5, T→( ), y→4, U→( 7 ) } and { S→( 2, 5 ), x→4, T→( ), y→7, U→( ) }. 

Since a grounding assignment exists for the head of the rule, we say the rule 

matches the term. To determine if the rule applies, we must consider the two 

guard conditions: [ 5, >, 4 ] and [ 4, >, 7 ]. If either of these terms evaluates to τ, 

then we say rule R1 applies to the term. 

While indeterminate reductions allow significant opportunity for optimization, in 

some circumstances it is necessary, for the correct reduction of a term, that 

identical reductions occur on identical terms within a rule. In addition to the use of 

string variables as seen above, repeated variables can produce indeterminate 

reductions. 

Definition 2.23 (duplicate variable set): The duplicate variable set of rule (h, b, c, f) is 

the set of all variables x such that x is in the parameter set of b or the parameter set of 

c and x occurs as a constituent more than once in the term [ b c ]. 

We require identical evaluations to occur for all terms resulting from multiple 

occurances of the same variable within the body and/or condition of a rule. To 

accomplish this, the range of grounding assignments must be evaluated before 

substitution is performed for the duplicate variable set of a rule. 

Definition 2.24 (stabilized assignment): A stabilized assignment of assignment a on a set 

of variables S with respect to program P is the assignment a such that each mapping 

x→y where x∈S is replaced by the mapping x→z, for some z which is a value of y 

with respect to P. 
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When a rule (h, b, c, f) applies to a ground term t, t can be replaced by the 

instance of b using the assignment a, satisfying c \ a = f.  

Definition 2.25 (immediate reduction): An immediate reduction of ground term t by rule 

R = (h, b, c, f) in program P is either: 

 1) b \ a', where a' is a stabilized assignment of a on the duplicate variable set of 

   R, and h \ a = t, and c \ a = f in P, or  

 2) the term obtained by replacing x with y in t, where x is a constituent of t and y  

   is an immediate reduction of x by R. 

Definition 2.26 (reduction): Ground term s is a reduction of ground term t in program P 

if either:  

  1) s is an immediate reduction of t by a rule in P, or  

  2) s is a reduction of an immediate reduction of t by a rule in P.  

In this case, we may also say t reduces to s in P. 

A reduction is any ground term which can be generated by applying rules to the 

initial term from a program in any order. In the next section, we consider under 

what circumstances this process terminates producing a value. 

To illustrate, consider the structures shown below. 

[ 6, +, 6 ]  [ [ 2, −, 1 ], +, [ 2, −, 1 ] ] [ [ 3, ÷, 5 ], +, [ 3, ÷, 5 ] ] 

It may be productive to transform the structures above into the structures below. 

[ 6, ×, 2 ]  [ [ 2, −, 1 ], ×, 2 ]  [ [ 3, ÷, 5 ], ×, 2 ] 

The transform could be described in English as “if a structure s contains three 

terms, where the second term is the character + and the first and third terms are 
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identical, a structure of the form [ original-first-term, ×, 2 ] is implied by s”. The 

equivalent rule is shown below. 

( [ x, +, x ], [ x, ×, 2 ], τ, τ )       (R2) 

For brevity, when the condition and affinity are respectively τ and τ, we do not 

write them. Consider the following examples. 

( [ x, ×, 1 ], x )         (R3) 
( [ [ w, ÷, x ], ÷, [ y, ÷, z ] ], [ [ w, ÷, x ], ×, [ z, ÷, y ] ], [ y, =, 0 ], τ̄ ) (R4) 

Rule R3 could represent the common Algebraic reduction that any number n 

multiplied by 1 is simply n. Rule R4 represents the transformation from division of 

fractions into multiplication of fractions, but only if the inverse fraction is defined.  

( [ +, S ], [ S ] )        (R5) 

Rules R5 defines a transformation which removes a leading plus sign from a 

structure. For example, [ 1, 2, 0 ] is the immediate reduction of [ +, 1, 2, 0 ]. 

( [ S, =, +, T ], [ S, =, T ] )       (R6) 

The immediate reduction of a term by rule R6 removes a plus sign immediately 

preceding an equal sign. Since S and T are string variables the equal and plus 

signs can appear at any position in a term as long as they are consecutive. 

Immediate reductions are generally indeterminate. For example, the immediate 

reduction of the structure [ [ 6, ×, 1 ], +, [ 4, ×, 1 ] by rule R3 is either 

[ 6, +, [ 4, ×, 1 ] ] or [ [ 6, ×, 1 ], +, 4 ], depending on which constituent is reduced.  
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2.4 Computability and Evaluation 

Definition 2.27 (evaluates): Ground term t evaluates to ground term s in program P if s 

has no reduction in P, and either: t = s or t reduces to s in P. We also say s is a value 

of t in P. 

Shown below is a simple program using some of the Algebraic rules discussed 

above.  

{   ( [ x, +, x ], [ x, ×, 2] ),   ( [ x, ×, 1], x ),   ( [ +, S ], [ S ] )   } 

We can use the program to simplify some Algebraic expressions. For example, 

each of the terms on the right is a value of the corresponding term on the left in 

accordance with Definition 2.27. 

[ 5, +, 5 ]     [ 5, ×, 2 ] 

[ 8, ×, 1 ]     8 

[ [ 4, ×, 1 ], ×, [ 1, ×, 1 ] ]   4 

[ [ 3, ×, 1 ], +, [ 3, ×, 1 ] ]   [ 3, ×, 2 ] 

In the first two examples above, only one reduction is needed to arrive at the 

ground term, which can no longer reduce, given our small program. However, in 

the last two examples, reductions must be repeatedly applied to arrive at the 

value shown on the right. 

Definition 2.28 (well-founded): Program P in lexicon L is well-founded if there is a 

function R from ground terms in L to positive integers such that: 

  1) R(c \ a) < R(h \ a) whenever (h, b, c, f) is a rule of P, 

  2) R(s) < R(t) whenever s is an immediate reduction of t, and 

  3) R(t) = 0, whenever h \ a = t is undefined for all rules (h, b, c, f) in P. 

We say R(t) is the rank of term t. 
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Definition 2.29 (Easel abstract machine): An Easel abstract machine is any algorithm 

which, given a well-founded program P and a term t, returns a value of t in P. 

An algorithm which finds a value of a ground term in a well-founded program is 

considered an Easel abstract machine (EAM). Next, we consider whether an 

EAM exists. 

Lemma 2.1: For any pattern p in L and term t over L, there are only finitely many 

grounding assignments such that a is a grounding assignment and p \ a = t. 

Proof: Let m be the number of constituents of t, which is finite by Definition 2.3. 

Let n be the cardinality of the parameter set of p. Grounding assignment a is a 

set of n pairs, x→y, by Definition 2.18. If x→y is a member of a, then y must be a 

unique set of constituents of t, and x must be a member of the parameter set of p 

by Definitions 2.15 and 2.16. Therefore there can be at most nm grounding 

assignments to t from p.        □ 

Lemma 2.2: For any program P in L and term t over L, there are only finitely many 

combinations a, h, b, c such that h \ a = t and (h, b, c, f) is a rule of P. 

Proof: By the definition of program, there are only finitely many choices for h, b, 

and c. There only finitely many choices for a, by Lemma 2.1.   □ 

Consider the straightforward algorithm shown below for evaluating a term in the 

context of a program. 
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Function Evaluate 

    Input: P, a set of rules 

 Input: t, a term to be evaluated 

    Output: the set of values of t in P 

 

1 answers � { } 

2 foreach rule r in P do 

3  foreach assignment a such that r.head \ a = t 

4   a' � stabilized assignment of a 

5   if r.affinity ∈ Evaluate(P, r.condition \ a') 

6    then answers � answers ∪ { r.body \ a' } 

7 return answers 

Now, we are prepared to state an Easel abstract machine exists as the algorithm 

Evaluate. 

Theorem 2.1: Algorithm Evaluate is an Easel abstract machine. 

Proof: We proceed by induction beginning with the base case.  

It is decidable by the standard unification algorithm (Chang and Lee 1973, p. 77) 

whether a term has rank 0. Algorithm Evaluate computes the values of rank 0 

terms.  

Let n > 0. Assume as the induction hypothesis that Evaluate finds all reductions 

and values of any term of rank n or less. 

Let t be a term of rank whose immediate reductions all have rank n or less. Each 

value of t results from substituting y for t' in t, where y = b \ a, t' = h \ a, c \ a = f in 

P, and t' is a constituent of t. By Lemma 2.2 there are only finitely many 

immediate reductions of t; and each of the guard conditions can be evaluated 

using Evaluate by the induction hypothesis. Moreover, the immediate reductions 
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of t are of rank less than n, so their values can be found by Evaluate. These are 

precisely the values of t, therefore the induction hypothesis is true and Evaluate is 

an EAM.           □  

2.6 Turing Equivalence 

Let T be a set of symbols which includes b. 

Let S be a set of states such that S and T are disjoint and sstart ∈ S. 

Definition 2.30 (machine state): The complete TM machine state is a 4-tuple (l, h, r, s) 

where l and r are strings of members of T, h ∈ T, and s ∈ S.  

We say h is the symbol at the head of the TM. Also, l and r are symbols left and 

right of the head respectively. 

Definition 2.31 (transition): A TM transition is a 5-tuple (sin, r, w, m, sout) where sin ∈ S, 

sout ∈ S, r  ∈ T, w ∈ T, and m ∈ { L, R, H }.  

A TM transition tuple (sin, r, w, m, sout) is intuitively read as: in state sin with symbol 

r at the head, write symbol w, then move the tape left (or right, depending on m) 

and enter state sout. If m is H, halt. 

A TM consists of a machine state and a set of transitions. 

Let the EAM computational alphabet Γ = S ∪ T ∪ { ! } such that ! ∉ S and ! ∉ T. 

Let K be a map from a machine state (l, h, r, s) to an Easel term t such that the 

components of t are, in order: the symbols in l, !, h, s, the symbols in r. 
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For example, the TM machine state ( ( 1, 1, 1 ), 1, ( 0, 0 ), sstart ) maps to the Easel 

term [ 1, 1, 1, !, 1, sstart, 0, 0 ]. 

Let D(sin, r, w, m, sout) be a map from transition states to a set of Easel rules 

defined by: 
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Let P be a map from a set of transitions M to an Easel program G such that G is 

the union of D(t) for all t ∈ M. 

Intuitively, an Easel abstract machine is Turing compile. 

Theorem 2.2: For any set of TM transitions M, there exists an Easel program P(M) such 

that if M results in tape y when given tape x as input, then the value of the term K(x) 

in program P(M) is given by K(y).  

Proof: We show execution of a Turing machine can be performed by evaluation 

of a term in an EAM. 

Every rule in P(M) matches exactly one ! and its immediate reduction contains 

either zero or one !. The immediate reduction of non-halting rules contains one !, 

while the immediate reduction of halting rules does not contain !. Since K(x) 

introduces only one !, there can be at most one ! in a reduction of K(x). 
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Since reductions of K(x) contain at most one !, and because each rule contains 

the unique character !, possible matches are uniquely constrained by the location 

of !. Since string variables only occur at the extremities of each rule head, if a 

rule matches, it does so uniquely.  

Turing machines are deterministic which means a transition must be unique with 

respect to the pair ( r, sin ). Since the head of every rule contains the string 

( r, sin ), either the rule is unique with respect to ( r, sin ), or the rule is half of a 

non-halting rule pair. 

Let H1 and H2 be the heads of any non-halting rule pair in P(M). Then, H1 and H2 

each contain the string ( !, r, sin ). Therefore, H1 and H2 must be unique from all 

other rules.  

The string ( !, r, sin ) occurs at an extremity of H1 or H2 exactly once, similarly the 

string either occurs at an extremity of the structure or does not occur at an 

extremity of the structure. Therefore, rules are unique with respect to the string 

( !, r, sin ) and the surrounding structure. Therefore, reduction is deterministic. 

EAM evaluation is complete when no rule is applicable. Since ! is not included in 

the body of halting rules and all rules include !, no further immediate reductions 

exist and according to the definition of reduction the current structure is a value 

of K(x). 

Thus, the value of K(x) in P(M) is K(y).      □ 

A nondeterministic TM is similarly translated to Easel using functions P and K. 

The output of nondeterministic TM M will be a set of tapes Y. For this reason, 
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tape output of M is ignored and the only significant fact is whether or not M halts 

(Lewis and Papadimitriou 1981, p. 204). In contrast, a well-founded Easel 

program is required to halt and the value of K(x) in P(M) is K(y) where y is an 

element of Y.  

2.7 Support for non-computable functions 

With what appears to be a slight semantic change, Easel can be shown to be 

capable of representing non-computable functions. A careful reading of the 

definition of applies to shows non-truth affinity rules apply when the evaluation of 

the condition of a rule is not τ. If the definition is changed as shown below, Easel 

abstract machine rules can represent non-computable functions.  

Alternate definition 2.32 (applies to): A rule (h, b, c, f), in lexicon L, applies to term t in 

program P if h \ a = t and the evaluation of c \ a in P is τ (or the evaluation of c \ a 

fails to evaluate to τ, if f is τ̄ ). 

Chapter IV, section 3 implements a universal Turing machine written as an Easel 

functional program. Consider a rule (or rules) which implement a universal Turing 

machine. That is machine state x reduces to tape y, the result of running the 

Turing machine.  

( [ U, x ], y ) 

We assume, for the remainder of this chapter, the semantics imposed by the 

alternate definition of applies to. In combination with the rules for the rules 

defining a universal Turing machine, the rules shown below solve the halting 

problem.  

( [ P, x ], τ ) 
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( [ H, x ], 1, [ P, [ U, x ] ], τ ) 

( [ H, x ], 0, [ P, [ U, x ] ], τ̄  ) 

If the Turing machine defined by machine state x halts the evaluation of term 

[ U, x ] is finite and is reduced to τ and so [ H, x ] reduces to 1. However, if the 

machine state x does not halt, evaluation of term [ U, x ] fails to reduce to τ and 

therefore [ H, x ] reduces to 0. 

This raises the question: what class of function is representable under the 

semantics induced by the alternate definition? It is conjectured that any function 

representable in first order theory of arithmetic (see e.g., Hatcher 1982) is 

representable as an Easel program with altered semantics. If the conjecture is 

true, then negation-as-failure can be seen in the context of Easel as a bridge 

between the class of functions definable by Turing machines and those definable 

in first order arithmetic. This is a topic for further research.  
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CHAPTER III 

EASEL IMPLEMENTATION 

As we have seen, an Easel abstract machine is a rewrite system with indefinite 

actions. This section describes the requirements for an Easel implementation, a 

concrete tool designed to evaluate Easel terms. In general, an Easel 

implementation must adhere to all EAM definitions, however additional 

specifications, such as syntax, also arise, for which this section describes 

conventions. 

3.1 Characters and Terms 

Every Easel implementation must select an abstract character set under which it 

will operate. A literal character is a member of an abstract character set such as 

ASCII or Unicode. By default every literal character is considered a member of 

the computational alphabet supported by the Easel implementation. 

For example, the characters listed below are some literal characters of both the 

ASCII and Unicode character sets. 

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  

` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * - _ + = [ ] { } ; : " < > . ? / 

A quoted character is a literal character enclosed in single quote marks. Some 

examples of quoted characters are shown below. 

'a'  'b'  'c'  '1'  '2'  '('  '='  '@'  '<'  ';'   
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Not all literal characters can be represented as a quoted character. For example, 

the Euro symbol (€) may be desired in a particular Easel implementation, yet it is 

not available in the ASCII character set. Similarly, a quoted character is an 

inconvenient form for representing some characters such as tab, bell, the single-

quote character itself, and backspace. Therefore, an escaped character is a 

named literal character, preceded by a backslash and surrounded by single 

quotes. We write escaped characters as shown below. 

'\tab'  '\bell'  '\''  '\backspace'  '\newline'  '\\'   

A written character is either a quoted character or an escaped character. An 

Easel implementation must select how each character in the character set may 

be written—as a quoted character, an escaped character, or both. In addition to 

all characters in the chosen abstract character set, a finite number of characters 

outside the chosen character set may be supported.  

More complex data may be written as a structure. A written structure uses 

written characters and encloses strings of terms in parentheses. Each of the 

following are written structures. 

()       ('\bell') 

('0' '1' '2' '3')   (('a' 'b')('c' 'd')) 

(() 'a' () 'b' ())  ('a' ('b' ('c' ('d' ()))))  

A written term is either a written structure or a written character. 

An Easel implementation must recognize four punctuation characters for writing 

terms: single-quote ('), back-slash (\), left-parenthesis ((), and right-parenthesis 

()). 
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Two special cases of structures will be important, so we give them names. A 

structure that does not contain any other structures is known as a flat structure. 

From the examples listed above only the following are flat structures. 

()   ('\bell')   ('0' '1' '2' '3') 

Flat structures are suitable for representing text strings or files in the abstract 

alphabet chosen. An Easel implementation must provide a method to convert a 

text string in the chosen character set to a flat structure containing the ordered 

characters of the text string. 

The second special structure form is a flat structure whose components are all 

quoted characters. For example, all of the following meet this requirement. 

('x')  ('a' 'b' 'c')  ('0' '1' '2' '3') 

Non-empty, flat structures which only contain quoted characters can be more 

easily written in an abbreviated form known as a token. Tokens may be 

abbreviated by writing the unquoted literal characters in order without intervening 

whitespace—typically: space, tab, newline, etc. The examples shown above may 

be written respectively as shown below. 

x    abc    0123 

An Easel implementation must recognize a subset of characters which are 

considered whitespace. An Easel implementation must allow tokens to be 

abbreviated as unquoted characters separated by whitespace or parentheses. 
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Consecutive abbreviated tokens must be separated by whitespace or 

parentheses. For example, the structure (('a' 'b' 'c') ('x' 'y') 

('1')) may be written (abc xy 1). It may not, for example, be written as 

(abcxy 1). 

3.2 Patterns 

As seen in the previous section, variables are written in a unique font, this allows 

the reader to distinguish variables from non-variables. Since Easel is designed to 

be usable without typographic support, it requires some other method of 

identifying variables. Tokens beginning with certain symbols are considered 

variables. 

A character variable is a token beginning with a question mark (?) and followed 

by one or more characters.  

A term variable is a token beginning with an ampersand (&) and followed by one 

or more characters. 

A string variable is a token beginning with a dollar-sign ($) and followed by one 

or more characters. 

A written variable is either a character, term, or string variable. Written variable 

tokens are considered members of the appropriate variable alphabet. 

Patterns are written as terms using written variables. Some of the patterns 

discussed in Chapter 2 can be written as shown below. 

(?x * 1)  (?x + ?x)  ($S ?x $T ?y $U) 
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3.3 Rules 

Easel rules are written as a structure using reserved tokens. Rules must conform 

to one of the following forms: 

 (head := body), or  

 (head := body when condition), or 

 (head := body when not condition),  

where head, body, and condition are written patterns.  

For example, consider the following written rules. 

((?x + ?x) := (?x * 2))      (R1) 

((?x * 1) := ?x)        (R2) 

(('$' $S) := (($S) dollars))     (R3) 

Rule R1 and R2 represents the common algebraic reductions discussed above. 

Rule R3 converts a structure beginning with a dollar sign into the remainder of 

the structure and the token dollars. For example, $25 becomes 

(25 dollars).  

(($S can not $T) := ($S cannot $T)    (R4) 

This rule transforms consecutive can and not tokens into the single token 

cannot. Due to the string variables $S and $T, can and not can match at any 

position in a term as long as they are consecutive. 

(($S ?x $T ?y $U) := ($S ?y $T ?x $U)  

    when (?x > ?y))       (R5) 
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Similar to rule R4, rule R5 can match at any position, but the transformation will 

only be applied if after evaluating the expression (?x > ?y) it is identical to the 

token true.  

3.4 Programs 

An unordered collection of rules is called a program and is written as a structure 

containing a list of written rules. Although a written program has an order, the 

rules may be given in any order. An Easel implementation is free to choose any 

rule to reduce by which meets the EAM definitions. 

The program below solves the classical Towers of Hanoi disk stacking problem. 

Evaluation of terms of the form (solve 'a' 'b' 'c' ***) result in a 

sequence of tokens specifying pairs of poles. If for each token, a disk is removed 

a disk from the first pole and placed to the second pole, the entire stack will be 

moved without placing a smaller disk on a larger one.  

( -- Towers of Hanoi Solver 

  -- usage: (solve 'a' 'b' 'c' ***) means move 3 disks 

  --        from pole a to c using pole b 

  -- returns: (ac ab cb ac ba bc ac), the list of moves 

 

  -- recursive case: move n-1, move one, move n-1 disks 

  (($S solve ?from ?use ?to ($T ?x ?y) $U) :=  

   ($S  

    solve ?from ?to ?use ($T ?x) -- move n-1 disks 

    (?from ?to)                  -- last disk 

    solve ?use ?from ?to ($T ?x) -- move n-1 disks 

    $U) 

  ) 

 

  -- base case, only one disk, just move it 

  (($S solve ?from ?use ?to (?x) $T) :=  

   ($S (?from ?to) $T)) 
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)  

Using the program above, one possible sequence of reductions for a term is 

shown below.  

(solve 'a' 'b' 'c' ***) 

(solve 'a' 'c' 'b' ** ac solve 'b' 'a' 'c' **) 

(solve 'a' 'c' 'b' ** ac solve 'b' 'c' 'a' * bc solve …) 

(solve 'a' 'b' 'c' * ab solve 'c' 'a' 'b' * ac solve …) 

(ac ab solve 'c' 'a' 'b' * ac solve 'b' 'c' 'a' * bc …) 

(ac ab solve 'c' 'a' 'b' * ac ba bc solve 'a' 'c' 'b' *) 

(ac ab cb ac ba bc solve 'a' 'b' 'c' *) 

(ac ab cb ac ba bc ac) 

Shown below is another example program implementing basic logic operations in 

prefix notation. Operations include: negation, binary and- and or-operations, as 

well as n-ary and- and or-operations. 

( -- logic rules 

  -- usage: (& true (or (not true) true)) returns true 

 

  -- logical not 

  ((not true) := false) 

  ((not false) := true) 

 

  -- logical and 

  ((& true  &x) := &x) 

  ((& false &x) := false) 

 

  -- logical or 

  ((or true  &x) := true) 

  ((or false &x) := &x) 

 

  -- true if all values in list are true 

  ((all      ) := true) 

  ((all &x $S) := (& &x (all $S))) 
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  -- true if some value in list is true 

  ((some      ) := false) 

  ((some &x $S) := (or &x (some $S))) 

) 

For example, the term (some (& (not true) true) (or true false)) 

evaluates to true. 

An alternate definition, which “short circuits” n-ary logical-or whenever possible, 

is shown below. A similar set of rules can be provided for n-ary logical-and. 

  ((some         ) := false) 

  ((some true  $S) := true) 

  ((some false $S) := (some $S)) 

3.5 Conventions 

Indeterminacy is desirable because it does not unnecessarily constrain the 

process of evaluation, i.e., computation order. However, if indeterminacy in the 

value of an expression violates the axiom of transitivity of equality, indeterminacy 

must be avoided. Unfortunately, indeterminacy is subtle, can be difficult to detect 

and, in general, its existence is recursively undecidable.  

Some conventions have been established to improve communication between 

programmers, allow development of a standard library, avoid unwanted 

indeterminacy, and more easily develop well-founded programs. 

Terms representing an expression are written in prefix notation. That is, a single 

function symbol, usually a token, is followed by parameters. This syntax should 

be familiar to Lisp programmers. Prefix notation is used exclusively in the 

standard library and for the remainder of this document.  
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While Easel allows a term to have more than one value, an expression may have 

a single intended value. In rewrite system parlance, an Easel value is known as a 

normal form of the expression. A set of rewrite rules is canonical if it guarantees 

all strings have a single normal form.  

Definition 3.1 (critical pair): A critical pair (a, b) of term t is any pair of immediate 

reductions of t. 

Definition 3.2 (confluent): A critical pair (a, b) of term t is confluent if the value of a is 

the value of b. 

A set of rules can shown to be canonical if every critical pair is confluent. (Bundy 

1983, p. 121-129). Unfortunately, this process is only semi-decidable. A future 

work in this area may provide an interactive tool to support reasoning about the 

program including ascertaining whether or not some portion of a program has 

confluence. 

We begin by considering critical pairs created by non-intersecting constituents. 

Non-intersecting reductions are trivially confluent. Let a and b be immediate 

reductions of term t by rule r and s respectively, such that the constituent of t 

matched by r does not intersect the constituent of t matched by s. Then, the 

reduction of a by s is equivalent to the reduction of b by r. So, critical pair (a, b) is 

confluent (Bundy 1981, p. 128).  Next, we examine intersecting reductions.  

Since each immediate reduction matches exactly one constituent of a term, 

intersection of constituents occurs in one of two ways. Either identical 

constituents are matched or one match is a constituent of the other. If identical 

constituents match and the same rule applies, the match is again trivially 
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confluent. If identical constituents match and different rules apply, then in 

general, confluence cannot be easily guaranteed since the rules can produce 

different results which may not be confluent. However, if guard conditions are not 

allowed, then unification of heads can be used to detect identical constituent 

matches. 

On the other hand, when one match is a constituent of another then a potentially 

non-confluent critical pair is created. To illustrate the properties of critical pairs, 

consider the following examples, after which we will state definitions for some 

classes of programs which are confluent. 

The following rules both apply to the term (f (g 3) 4). 

((f &x &y) := (+ &x &y)) 

((g &z) := (* 2 &z)) 

In this case both (+ (g 3) 4) and (f (* 2 3) 4) are immediate reductions, 

however both evaluate to (+ (* 2 3) 4), so the critical pair is confluent.  

In general, a critical pair occurs if the head of a rule can be unified with a 

constituent of a rule, including itself. In the case above, the head of the second 

rule unifies with the constituent &x of the first rule using {(g &z) / &x }. The 

patterns describing the critical pairs created by this unification are 

(+ (g &z) &y) and (f (* 2 &z) &y), which both evaluate to the pattern 

(+ (* 2 &z) &y). All other unifications of the head of the rules above are 

similarly confluent. Therefore, the rules above are canonical.  

On the other hand, evaluation by the following rules does not yield a single 

normal form for the term (f (g 3) 4). 
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((f (g &x) &y) := (+ &x &y)) 

((g &z) := (* 2 &z)) 

In this case, the immediate reductions are (+ 3 4) and (f (* 2 3) 4), 

whose evaluations are different. The head of the second rule above unifies with 

the constituent (g &x) of the first rule using { &x \ &z }. The patterns describing 

the critical pairs created are (+ &z &y) and (f (* 2 &x) &y), which do not 

yield similar reductions and are not confluent. 

We formalize the property described in the examples above in the following 

definition. 

Definition 3.3 (influence): The influence of a rule r in a program P is the set of all 

patterns t such that t is a constituent of a head of a rule in P, t is not a variable, t is 

not the head of r, and the head of r unifies with t. 

Thus we can say, the rules of a program are confluent if for every rule in the 

program the influence of the rule is empty. Or, non-confluence can be avoided by 

preventing unification of a rule head with any constituent of a rule head other 

than itself or a variable. 

Next, we develop a syntactic class of program which consists of confluent rules. 

Definition 3.4 (argument constituents): The argument constituents of a rule r are all 

constituents of the head of r except the first component of r. 

Definition 3.5 (function symbol): A function symbol of program P is a token which does 

not occur as an argument constituent of any a rule in P. 
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Definition 3.6 (prefix program): A prefix program is a program P such that the head of 

every rule in P contains a function symbol of P. 

Theorem 3.1: Let P be a prefix program such that for every rule r in P the head of r does 

not unify with any other rule head in P. Then the rules of P are confluent. 

Proof: Let h be the head of a rule r in prefix program P. Then, h contains function 

symbol f, which must occur as its first component by Definitions 3.4 and 3.5. No 

rule can contain f in its head, except as its first component, since h does and not 

unify with any other head. Since unification requires an entire structure to be 

matched, either h matches the entire head of a rule or a variable. Since h does 

not unify with the head of any other rule, h only unifies with variables. Therefore 

the influence of r in P is empty, according to Definition 3.3. Since the same is 

true for every head of a rule in P, then all rules of P are confluent.  □ 

It is worth noting that a prefix program can be algorithmically decided. 

Unfortunately, this does not address a large class of prefix programs whose 

heads unify but may still be confluent. So, we relax the conditions in the definition 

and theorem below. 

Definition 3.7 (conditionally confluent program): A conditionally confluent program is a 

program P such that for every two rules (h, b, c, f) and (h', b', c', f') in P and 

assignments a and a' where h \ a = h' \ a', if c \ a = f in P then c' \ a' ≠ f ' in P. 

Theorem 3.2: If P is a conditionally confluent program then the rules of P are confluent. 

Proof: Let (h, b, c, f) and (h', b', c', f') be two rules in functional program P such 

that h \ a = h' \ a'. If c \ a ≠ f in P, then (h, b, c, f) does not apply to term h \ a and 
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does not generate a reduction by Definition 2.22. If c \ a = f in P, then c' \ a' ≠ f' in 

P, by Definition 3.7, and (h', b', c', f') does not apply to term h' \ a' and does not 

generate a reduction, again by Definition 2.22. In either case, only one reduction 

is made, so no critical pair is created. No other critical pairs are generated 

because no other heads unify.       □ 

This theorem is useful because it identifies rule pairs in a program which may 

prevent confluence—those which unify. In a conditionally confluent prefix 

program those pairs are easy to spot as they begin with the same function 

symbol. 

Definition 3.8 (functional program): A functional program is a prefix program which is a 

conditionally confluent program. 

In general, a functional program will be confluent if for each group of rules whose 

heads unify, only one rule applies to any particular term. 

Before describing the standard library in detail, we examine a short functional 

program for determining equality of decimal natural numbers encoded as tokens. 

For example, the evaluation of (= 20 020) should be true, while the 

evaluation of (= 123 124) should be false.  

( -- Equality of natural numbers 

 

  -- what are the digits 

  ((digit '0') := true) 

  ((digit '1') := true) 

  ((digit '2') := true) 

  ((digit '3') := true) 

  ((digit '4') := true) 

  ((digit '5') := true) 
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  ((digit '6') := true) 

  ((digit '7') := true) 

  ((digit '8') := true) 

  ((digit '9') := true) 

 

  -- logical and 

  ((& true true) := true) 

 

  -- equality of tokens 

  ((= &x &x) := true) 

  ((equal (     )(     )) := true) 

  ((equal (&x $S)(&y $T)) := (& (= &x &y) (equal($S)($T)))) 

 

  -- natural numbers are all digits 

  ((nat (&x      )) := (digit &x)) 

  ((nat (&x &y $S)) := (& (digit &x) (nat (&y $S)))) 

 

  -- remove leading zeros from a token 

  ((drop (      &y)) := (&y)) 

  ((drop (&x &y $S)) := (&x &y $S) when not (= &x '0')) 

  ((drop (&x &y $S)) := (drop (&y $S)) when (= &x '0')) 

  

  -- equality for natural numbers 

  ((= &x &y) := (equal (drop &x) (drop &y))  

     when (& (nat &x) (nat &y))) 

) 

As seen in the example above, even relatively simple tasks can require many 

rules. To make things easier and more consistent, Easel includes a standard 

library of rules described in the next section. 

3.6 Standard Library 

The Easel standard library (ESL) is intended to make using Easel easier by 

providing a set of primitive operations. It is expected that most Easel programs 

will include the ESL.  
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The ESL reserves tokens beginning with an underscore (_) for use by the library.  

A complete listing of the ESL rules can be found in Appendix A. 

3.6.1 Data 

The ESL distinguishes between operations and data by identifying terms 

considered to be data literals. Many of definitions only apply if their arguments 

are data literals. The following tokens are considered to be data literals: Boolean 

constants, atoms, and natural numbers. Additionally, some structures 

representing sets and tuples are considered data literals. 

Boolean constants are the tokens true and false. 

Atoms are tokens beginning with the character '@', and containing only letters 

and digits. For example, the following are all atoms. 

@abc  @123  @2x4  @test @10e23 

Natural numbers are tokens beginning with the character '#', and containing 

only digits. All of the following are natural numbers. 

#123  #0  #000  #99999 #000456   

In addition to simple token data types, two richer data types are provided: set and 

tuple. An ESL set represents the usual mathematical idea of a set—a container 

holding members without order. An ESL tuple represents the usual mathematical 

idea of a tuple—a finite ordered list. Only data literals may be a member of an 

ESL set or tuple. How sets and tuples are implemented is not important because 
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primitive operations, described below, are provided for them. Sets and tuples can 

be created using provided definitions, as shown below. 

(CreateSet)    the empty set 

(CreateSet @a @b @c)  a set containing atoms: @a, @b, and @c 

(CreateTuple)   the empty tuple 

(CreateTuple #1 @a true) a tuple containing: #1, @a, and true 

As long as the provided operations are exclusively used to manipulate structures 

representing sets and tuples, the usual properties will be maintained. 

3.6.2 Operations 

Many of the operations included restrict the type of arguments they operate on. If 

expressions are constructed which contain operations on non-data or data of the 

wrong type, no reduction is made by the library. This leaves the developer free to 

add appropriate rules as needed.  

A description of each operation follows the sample description shown below. 

(function &arg1 &arg2) 

Requires: in order for this reduction to apply, &arg1 and &arg2, for example, 

may be required to meet certain requirements. Those requirements are 

documented here. 

Evaluation: a description of the resulting term, assuming all requirements are 

met, is documented here. 

A core set of ESL operations are considered its kernel. Other operations are 

implemented using this kernel. It is expected that this practice will allow easier 
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reasoning about programs using ESL. An initial attempt to minimize the kernel 

was undertaken but it is expected that additional reductions will occur as more 

experience with the language develops. Any rule which uses a character literal or 

character variable is considered a kernel operation. Similarly any rule which 

could not be part of a functional program is considered a kernel operation. Kernel 

operations are shown in bold in the catalog below.  

Since both data and expressions are stored as structures, it is convenient to be 

able to distinguish between them. Terms which are considered data evaluate to 

true using the predicate function Data and support equality testing for data of 

similar type.  

(Data &x) 

Evaluation: true if evaluation of &x produces a data term. 

(= &x &y) 

Requires: &x and &y are data terms. 

Evaluation: true if &x and &y evaluate to the same value. 

Simple character predicates provide convenient classifications. 

(Letter ?c) 

(Digit ?c) 

(LetterOrDigit ?c) 

Requires: ?c is a character. 

Evaluation: a Boolean constant indicating whether the character is 

respectively a letter, digit, or either. 
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Boolean tokens are considered Boolean data. 

(Boolean &x) 

Requires: &x is a Boolean constant. 

Evaluation: true if evaluation of &x produces a Boolean constant. 

 Binary and n-ary logical operators provide evaluation for Boolean expressions. 

(& &x &y) 

(Or &x &y) 

(Not &x) 

Requires: &x and &y evaluate to Boolean constants. 

Evaluation: a Boolean constant indicating the appropriate logical result of the 

parameters. 

(Some $list) 

(All $list) 

Requires: $list is a list of terms which evaluate to Boolean constants. 

Evaluation: a Boolean constant indicating whether at least one component of 

$list (or all components of $list) are true. 
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Compound predicate-application rules allow a predicate to be applied to each 

term producing an aggregate computation. 

(SomeAre &p $list) 

(AllAre &p $list) 

Requires: $list is a list of Boolean constants. 

Evaluation: a Boolean constant indicating whether at least one term (or all 

terms) of the form (&p &x) evaluates to true, where &x is a component 

of $list. 

The traditional if-then-else operator provides logical selection of a term. 

(If &p &t &f) 

Requires: &p is a Boolean constant. 

Evaluation: either: &t, if &p is true, or &f, if &p is false. 

Each data type has a predicate function used to detect a term of the appropriate 

type. Atoms have standard operations. A single operation for natural numbers is 

provided to remove leading zeros. 

(Atom &x) 

(Natural &x) 

Evaluation: true if &x is respectively, an atom or a natural number. 

(Canonical &x) 

Requires: &x is a natural number. 

Evaluation: a natural number token with leading zeros removed. 
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All set operations can be expressed as a combination of the primitive operations: 

TheEmptySet, MemberOf, AddMember, and RemoveMember. In addition to the 

four primitive operations, several other operations are provided. 

(Set &x) 

(EmptySet &x) 

(NonemptySet &x) 

Evaluation: true if &x is respectively, any set, the empty set, or a non-empty 

set. 

TheEmptySet 

Evaluation: the empty set. 

(CreateSet $list) 

Requires: $list is a list of data terms. 

Evaluation: a set containing the components of $list. 

(MemberOf &s) 

Requirement: &s is a set. 

Evaluation: non-deterministically choose a member of the set &s. 

(AddMember &x &s) 

(RemoveMember &x &s) 

Requirement: &x is data and &s is a set. 

Evaluation: respectively, add &x to, or remove &x from, the set &s. 
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In addition to the above primitive set operations, several other operations are 

provided for convenience. 

(In &x &s) 

Requirement: &x is data and &s is a set. 

Evaluation: a Boolean constant indicating whether &x is a member of set &s. 

(Subset &s &t) 

Requirement: &s and &t are sets. 

Evaluation: a Boolean constant indicating whether &s is a subset of set &t. 

(Union &s &t) 

Requirement: &s and &t are sets. 

Evaluation: the set created by the union of sets &s and &t. 

(SetDifference &s &t) 

Requirement: &s and &t are sets. 

Evaluation: the set containing all elements of set &s excluding those elements 

in set &t. 

(SuchThat &p &s) 

Requirement: &s is a set. 

Evaluation: the set containing all elements &x of set &s such that (&p &x) 

evaluates to true. 
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Tuples operations can be preformed by a combination of the provided operators. 

(Tuple &x) 

(EmptyTuple &x) 

(NonemptyTuple &x) 

(OneTuple &x) 

(TwoPlusTuple &x) 

Evaluation: true if &x is respectively, any tuple, the empty tuple, any non-

empty tuple, a tuple with exactly one element, or a tuple with two or more 

elements. 

TheEmptyTuple 

Evaluation: the empty set. 

(CreateTuple $list) 

Requires: $list is a list of data terms. 

Evaluation: a tuple containing the components of $list in order. 

(Head &t) 

Requirement: &t is a non-empty tuple. 

Evaluation: the first element of the tuple &t. 

(Tail &t) 

Requirement: &t is a non-empty tuple. 

Evaluation: the tuple containing, in order, all elements of the tuple &t, 

excluding the first element. 
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(Prepend &x &t) 

Requirement: &x is data and &t is a tuple. 

Evaluation: the tuple containing, in order, &x followed by all elements of the 

tuple &t. 

In addition to the above primitive tuple operations, two other tuple operations are 

included for convenience. 

(Concatenate &s &t) 

Requirement: &s and &t are tuples. 

Evaluation: the tuple containing, in order, the elements of &s followed the 

elements of &t. 

(Reverse &t) 

Requirement: &t is a tuple. 

Evaluation: the tuple containing, in reverse order, the elements of &t. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DEMONSTRATION OF THE EASEL LANGUAGE 

To demonstrate the potential of developing Easel languages, several common 

problems have been implemented as Easel programs. Each problem is 

described below, and the Easel implementation is discussed. In Chapter 5, the 

performance of the Java Easel implementation is reported for the programs 

discussed here. 

4.1 Reduction Sort 

The first sorting program considered provides rules which evaluate arbitrary 

structures by rearranging them based on the number of components of the 

structure. The program below includes three rules. The first two provide a partial 

ordering based on the number of components in a term. Notice, structures of the 

same length are unordered according to these rules. The last rule swaps two 

components if they are relatively out of order. 

( -- sort tokens by length 

 

  -- compare tokens by length 

  ((< (&x $S) (&y $T)) := (< ($S) ($T)) 

  ((< (     ) (&y $T)) := true) 

 

  -- swap elements if they need to be 

  ((sort $S &y $T &x $U) :=  

   (sort $S &x $T &y $U) when (< &x &y)) 

) 
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For example, the evaluation of (sort ffffff bb dddd a ccc eeeee) by 

the program above is (sort a bb ccc dddd eeeee ffffff). 

The above program can be shown to terminate for all input, so it is an interesting 

case study in the use of indeterminate reduction order. However, it does not rely 

on the standard library and cannot be called as an operator in a functional 

program setting since it relies on evaluation terminating to detect when the 

elements have been fully sorted. 

4.2 Functional Sort 

The following sorting program is only meaningful in combination with the 

standard library. Since there exists a set of tokens (<, Minimum, MinimumNot, 

Sort and SortExcluding) which only occur as the first component in any rule 

head, the program may be considered an Easel functional program.  

The program defines an operation on sets of tokens whose value is a tuple 

containing the tokens of the set ordered by their length.  

( -- functional sort  

 

  -- add a less-than relationship based on length to Tuples 

  ((< &x &y) := (< (Tail &x) (Tail &y))  

   when (& (NonemptyTuple &x) (NonemptyTuple &y))) 

  ((< &x &y) := true 

   when (& (EmptyTuple    &x) (NonemptyTuple &y))) 

  ((< &x &y) := false 

   when (& (Tuple         &x) (EmptyTuple    &y))) 

   

  -- Minimum of two things (must have < defined) 

 ((Minimum &x &y) := (If (< &x &y) &x &y))  

 

  -- Minimum of a set of atoms 
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  ((Minimum &S) :=  

   (MinimumNot &S (MemberOf &S))  

   when (NonemptySet &S)) 

  ((MinimumNot &S &x) :=  

   (Minimum (Minimum (RemoveMember &x &S)) &x)  

   when (NonemptySet (RemoveMember &x &S))) 

  ((MinimumNot &S &x) :=  

   &x 

   when (   EmptySet (RemoveMember &x &S))) 

  

  -- set-to-tuple sort  

  ((Sort &S) := TheEmptyTuple when (EmptySet &S)) 

  ((Sort &S) :=  

   (SortExcluding &S (Minimum &S)) when (NonemptySet &S)) 

  ((SortExcluding &S &x) :=  

   (Prepend &x (Sort (RemoveMember &x &S))))  

) 

The program above could be used to evaluate the term shown below.  

(Sort (CreateSet @ffffff @bb @dddd @a @ccc @eeeee))  

The evaluation of the above term is equivalent to the term shown below. 

(CreateTuple (@a @bb @ccc @dddd @eeeee @ffffff)) 

4.3 Universal Turing Machine 

A Turing machine was described in Section 2.6. This section demonstrates a 

universal TM written as an Easel program. TM states and symbols are encoded 

as atoms. The complete Turing machine state is encoded as a tuple of the form 

shown below. 

(CreateTuple &state &head &left &right)  
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Where &state is the current state, &head is the symbol at the head, &left is a 

tuple containing the left tape symbols, and &right is a tuple containing the right 

tape symbols. TM transitions are similarly encoded as shown below. 

(CreateTuple &cs &read &write &direction &ns)  

Where &cs is the current state, &read is the symbol under the head, &write is 

the symbol to write, &direction is the direction to move the tape, and &ns is 

the next state. 

Let the Turing computational alphabet include only @ and @a. Let the states be 

@sa, @sb, @sc, @sd, and @se. Now a simple TM with nine transitions can be 

given which duplicates its input as output. For example, an input tape containing 

three @a tokens would produce (@a @a @a @ @a @a @a) as the output tape. 

Shown below is a term requesting the output tape.  

 1 (FinalState  

 2     (CreateTuple @sa @a  

 3                  (CreateTuple @a @a)  

 4                  TheEmptyTuple 

 5     )  

 6     (CreateSet (CreateTuple @sa @a @  @R @sb) 

 7                (CreateTuple @sb @  @  @R @sc) 

 8                (CreateTuple @sb @a @a @R @sb) 

 9                (CreateTuple @sc @  @a @L @sd) 

 10                (CreateTuple @sc @a @a @R @sc) 

 11                (CreateTuple @sd @  @  @L @se) 

 12                (CreateTuple @sd @a @a @L @sd) 

 13                (CreateTuple @se @  @a @R @sa) 

 14                (CreateTuple @se @a @a @L @se) 

 15     ) 

 16 ) 
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The function FinalState takes two arguments. The term on lines 2-5 above 

encodes the complete Turing machine state: current state (@sa), symbol at the 

head (@a), two symbols to the left of the head (@a @a), and no symbols to the 

right of the head. The term on lines 6-15 is a set containing the transitions. Each 

transition is a tuple.  

A final value of the program is computed as a series of reductions each 

producing the next machine state until no transition is possible. This corresponds 

to halting in the TM. Each new state is computed as a function of the existing 

state based on a transition instruction which matches the current state. For 

deterministic TMs there will be only one matching instruction. 

( -- universal Turing machine 

 

-- state is a tuple: (state symbol@Head leftTape rightTape) 

((State &s) := (Head &s)) 

((Sym   &s) := (Head (Tail &s))) 

((Left  &s) := (Head (Tail (Tail &s)))) 

((Right &s) := (Head (Tail (Tail (Tail &s))))) 

 

-- instructions are a tuple:  

-- (currentState symbolAtHead write move nextState) 

-- move is @L or @R 

((CS    &i) := (Head &i)) 

((Sym   &i) := (Head (Tail &i))) 

((Write &i) := (Head (Tail (Tail &i)))) 

((Move  &i) := (Head (Tail (Tail (Tail &i))))) 

((NS    &i) := (Head (Tail (Tail (Tail (Tail &i)))))) 

 

-- The transition set for a given state and set of  

-- instructions is the set of state such that the current  

-- symbol at the head and current state match the  

-- instruction’s head and current state. A helper rule  

-- (TSEquals) defines a predicate function to allowing 

-- the standard operation SuchThat to produce only matching  

-- members. 
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((TransitionSet &state &instr) := 

 (SuchThat (TSEquals (Sym &state) (State &state)) &instr)) 

(((TSEquals &h &s) &x) :=  

 (& (= &h (Sym &x)) (= &s (CS &x)))) 

 

-- The next state can be produced as a function of the  

-- current state and the set of instructions. For 

-- deterministic TMs, the transition set produces only one  

-- member, so MemberOf is actually deterministic. 

 

((NextState &state &inst) :=  

 (NextState2 &state (MemberOf (TransitionSet &state 

&inst))))  

  

-- The next state can be produced as function of the  

-- current state and a single instruction. Four cases are  

-- needed to handle both directions of tape movement and  

-- extending the tape at both ends. 

 

((NextState2 &s &i) :=  

  (CreateTuple (NS &i) (Head (Right &s))  

    (Prepend (Write &i) (Left &s)) (Tail (Right &s))) 

  when (& (NonemptyTuple (Right &s)) (= (Move &i) @L))) 

 

((NextState2 &s &i) :=  

  (CreateTuple (NS &i) (Head (Left &s)) 

     (Tail (Left &s)) (Prepend (Write &i) (Right &s))) 

  when (& (NonemptyTuple (Left &s)) (= (Move &i) @R))) 

 

((NextState2 &s &i) :=  

  (CreateTuple (NS &i) @ 

     (Prepend (Write &i) (Left &s)) TheEmptyTuple) 

  when (& (EmptyTuple (Right &s)) (= (Move &i) @L))) 

 

((NextState2 &s &i) :=  

  (CreateTuple (NS &i) @ 

     TheEmptyTuple (Prepend (Write &i) (Right &s))) 

  when (& (EmptyTuple (Left &s)) (= (Move &i) @R))) 

 

-- Finally, the final state is a concatenation of tape  

-- symbols, if the transition set is empty, or the final  
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-- state of the next state otherwise. 

 

((FinalState &state &instructions) :=  

 (Concatenate (Reverse (Left &state))  

              (Prepend (Sym &state) (Right &state))) 

 when (EmptySet (TransitionSet &state &instructions))) 

 

((FinalState &s &instructions) :=  

 (FinalState (NextState &s &instructions) &instructions) 

 when (NonemptySet (TransitionSet &s &instructions))) 

) 
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CHAPTER V 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF IMPLEMENTATION 

The existing Java implementation of an Easel interpreter was created as a 

functional reference. Therefore, performance was not the consideration during its 

development. However, performance results are reported here to allow future 

implementations to gauge their progress. Suggestions for specific performance 

improvements are given at the end of this chapter. 

5.1 Programs Evaluated 

In addition to the programs discussed in Chapter 4, two other programs were 

included in the performance evaluation of the Java Easel implementation. The 

complete list of programs include:  

 1) the reduction sort, from Chapter 4, section 1; 

 2) the functional sort, from Chapter 4, section 2; 

 3) the universal Turing machine, from Chapter 4, section 3; 

 4) a simulation of a Turing copy routine, shown below; and 

 5) the Towers of Hanoi solver, from Chapter 3, section 4. 

In Chapter 2, a reduction from Turing machine instructions to Easel rules was 

presented. Shown below is the Easel program for simulating a Turing copy 

routine. 

( -- Turing machine copy routine simulator 

  -- usage: ('1' '1' head '1' s1) returns 1110111 

 

-- state 1 

(($S    head '0' s1    $T) := ($S     '0'             $T)) 

(($S ?x head '1' s1    $T) := ($S     head ?x  s2 '0' $T)) 
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((      head '1' s1    $T) := (       head '0' s2 '0' $T))  

 

-- state 2 

(($S ?x head '0' s2    $T) := ($S     head ?x  s3 '0' $T)) 

((      head '0' s2    $T) := (       head '0' s3 '0' $T)) 

(($S ?x head '1' s2    $T) := ($S     head ?x  s2 '1' $T)) 

((      head '1' s2    $T) := (       head '0' s2 '1' $T)) 

 

-- state 3 

(($S    head '0' s3 ?x $T) := ($S '1' head ?x  s4     $T)) 

(($S    head '0' s3      ) := ($S '1' head '0' s4       )) 

(($S ?x head '1' s3    $T) := ($S     head ?x  s3 '1' $T)) 

((      head '1' s3    $T) := (       head '0' s3 '1' $T)) 

 

-- state 4 

(($S    head '0' s4 ?x $T) := ($S '0' head ?x  s5     $T)) 

(($S    head '0' s4      ) := ($S '0' head '0' s5       )) 

(($S    head '1' s4 ?x $T) := ($S '1' head ?x  s4     $T)) 

(($S    head '1' s4      ) := ($S '1' head '0' s4       )) 

 

-- state 5 

(($S ?x head '0' s5    $T) := ($S     head ?x  s1 '1' $T)) 

((      head '0' s5    $T) := (       head '0' s1 '1' $T)) 

(($S    head '1' s5 ?x $T) := ($S '1' head ?x  s5     $T)) 

(($S    head '1' s5      ) := ($S '1' head '0' s5       )) 

)  

5.2 Test Data Sets 

For each program an appropriate set of terms to be evaluated was created. A 

description of each data set is given below; a copy of the actual input data sets is 

included with the reference implementation. 

The reduction sort and functional sort tests used the same data sets. Sort times 

are a function of both the number and arrangement of the items sorted. 

Therefore, for each item count, multiple arrangements of identical items were 
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produced using a standard pseudo-random number generator. Both in-order and 

reverse-order lists were included in each size test set. 

The universal Turing machine and simulation of Turing copy routine used similar 

data sets. The universal Turing machine was given instructions for the copy 

routine used in the simulation. Copying is a function of the size of input, so a 

series of size-increasing terms were created. 

For the Towers of Hanoi solver, a series of data sets with increasing numbers of 

disks was created.  

5.3 Measurements Taken 

For each data set and program the following items are reported: time to execute 

the Java evaluation, number of reductions applied, number of assignments 

computed, and number of matches attempted. For the sorting tests an average 

for each of the metrics is reported. 

Tests were performed on a desktop computer with 1GB memory, 2.4GHz 

Celeron processor, running Microsoft Windows XP Professional Service Pack 2, 

and Java 2 Platform Standard Edition version 1.5.0 build 11.  

The number of reductions applied counts the number of reductions made in order 

to compute a value for the input term. Reductions in guard conditions are 

included in this count. 

The number of assignments computed is a count of the number of complete 

assignments computed while attempting to match the head of rules to a term. 

This count includes all possible assignments of a rule head to a term, even 
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assignments which are ultimately unneeded. Assignments computed as part of 

evaluation of a guard condition are included in this count.  

The number of matches attempted is the number of times an attempt is made to 

match a complete term from a pattern with a complete term from a target term. 

All constituent matches are included in this count.  

5.4 Results 

The reduction sort program contains only three rules and one guard condition. 

Part of the reason for its quick execution can be traced to the small number of 

rules. Table 1 contains the measurements taken. 

The functional sort program contains eleven rules, six of which include guard 

conditions. In addition it includes the standard library which contains 164 rules 

with 54 guard conditions. Table 2 contains the measurements taken. 

The simulation of a Turing copy routine program contains 19 rules and no guard 

conditions. So, like the reduction sort, its execution time is quite short. Table 3 

shows the measurements obtained. 

The universal Turing machine program contains 22 rules with 21 guard 

conditions, plus it relies on the standard library. Table 4 shows the 

measurements obtained when executing a Turing copy routine. 

The Towers of Hanoi program contains only two rules and no guard conditions. 

Table 5 shows the measurements obtained. 
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Table 5.1: Performance data for reduction sort 

N Seconds Reductions Assignments Matches 

1 0.00 10 0 40 

2 0.01 30 4 142 

3 0.02 82 16 412 

4 0.04 189 40 958 

5 0.07 429 96 2181 

6 0.08 639 192 3287 

7 0.09 890 253 4533 

8 0.11 1673 490 8491 

9 0.12 2263 719 11545 

10 0.13 3188 995 16145 

 

Table 5.2: Performance data for functional sort 

N Seconds Reductions Assignments Matches 

1 1.20 24052 3599 5548737 

2 6.58 136738 20779 31672352 

3 16.29 333534 50840 77320529 

4 40.86 855826 131834 198831190 

5 88.89 1861340 289118 433126564 

6 171.83 3619402 565950 843253206 

7 312.82 6470995 1017251 1509072582 
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Table 5.3: Performance data for Turing copy simulation 

N Seconds Reductions Assignments Matches 

1 0.02 10 6 288 

2 0.05 21 15 801 

3 0.06 36 28 1844 

4 0.06 55 45 3633 

5 0.08 78 66 6392 

6 0.09 105 91 10347 

7 0.11 136 120 15720 

8 0.13 171 153 22733 

9 0.16 210 190 31608 

10 0.19 253 231 42567 

11 0.22 300 276 55832 

12 0.27 351 325 71625 

13 0.31 406 378 90168 

14 0.36 465 435 111683 

15 0.42 528 496 136392 

16 0.50 595 561 164517 

17 0.59 666 630 196280 

18 0.69 741 703 231903 

19 0.94 820 780 271608 

20 0.94 903 861 315617 

21 1.06 990 946 364152 

22 1.28 1081 1035 417435 

23 1.39 1176 1128 475688 

24 1.58 1275 1225 539133 

25 1.77 1378 1326 607992 

26 2.00 1485 1431 682487 

27 2.23 1596 1540 762840 

28 2.50 1711 1653 849273 

29 2.78 1830 1770 942008 

30 3.08 1953 1891 1041267 

31 3.41 2080 2016 1147272 

32 3.75 2211 2145 1260245 

33 4.13 2346 2278 1380408 
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Table 5.4: Performance data for universal Turing 
machine 

N Seconds Reductions Assignments Matches 

1 26.98 555423 18644 139520686 

2 26.80 555936 18679 139647941 

3 26.86 556452 18721 139774655 

4 26.73 556992 18763 139907051 

5 26.74 557556 18805 140045129 

6 27.11 558144 18847 140188889 

7 27.25 558756 18889 140338331 

8 26.94 559392 18931 140493455 

9 26.58 560052 18973 140654261 

10 26.97 560736 19015 140820749 

11 27.13 561444 19057 140992919 

12 27.23 562176 19099 141170771 

13 27.02 562932 19141 141354305 
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Table 5.5: Performance data for Towers of Hanoi 

N Seconds Reductions Assignments Matches 

1 0.00 5 1 21 

2 0.03 17 4 87 

3 0.05 42 14 334 

4 0.08 93 50 1262 

5 0.13 196 176 4812 

6 0.47 403 666 18726 

7 3.20 818 2606 73820 

8 24.05 1649 10052 292518 

9 187.63 3312 38202 1161936 

10 1368.55 6639 156922 4647630 

11 10500.06 13294 614164 18546688 

12 81761.53 26605 2443460 74126686 
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5.5 Areas for performance improvement 

Should an Easel interpreter be developed for run-time production use, it will likely 

improve on the reference implementation evaluation process in several ways. 

Some of the areas for performance improvement are discussed below. None of 

the following suggestions address the larger class of performance improvements 

possible using deep inferences about values of functions. For example, 

functional Easel programs are referentially transparent, so additional 

optimizations may be algorithmically discoverable, similar to strength reduction in 

a procedural optimizing compiler. 

Data structures used in the reference implementation were chosen to reinforce 

the computing model, rather than for performance. Application of standard 

software engineering techniques would make many improvements. For example, 

characters are stored, quite inefficiently, as Java strings. Tokens, atoms, natural 

numbers and even flat structures are candidates for handling as a special case to 

reduce storage and improve performance. Similarly, storage for composite types 

such as structures, programs (sets of rules), assignments (maps), and match 

results (sets of maps) could be improved. Finally, many intermediate data 

structures are needlessly copied. Careful use of read-only and copy-on-write 

data structures would improve size and time performance.  

In the reference implementation of unification several opportunities to quickly 

detect an eventual failure-to-match were ignored to keep the code simple. Adding 

short-circuiting logic to take advantage of these cases could easily trim execution 

time. Additional time may be saved by local re-ordering of computation, when 

possible, to detect failure cases earlier. In general, short-circuiting holds a unique 
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potential for indeterminacy, because unlike most languages the interpreter is 

allowed to choose which argument to evaluate first, based on inferences or 

heuristics about expected performance. This is an area for more research. 

The reference implementation evaluates all matching terms needed for both the 

condition and body before performing any substitutions. Only matching terms 

appearing more than once in the guard condition need be computed before 

checking the guard condition. Matches occurring only in the body of the rule need 

only be computed if the guard condition succeeds.  

The reference implementation blindly attempts to match the head of each rule to 

a target term. Most terms, and all terms in a functional program, contain at least 

one literal token. Indexing rules based on the literal tokens to be matched would 

allow a much shorter list of rules to be checked for any particular term. Similarly, 

for rules without string variables, the length of the head must match the length of 

the term. Using these two hints should trade a slight space increase for a 

significant time decrease. We feel this improvement alone is likely to improve 

performance by at least an order of magnitude. A similar form of indexing is done 

by Prolog interpreters. 

Related to the scheme above, an implementation could partition structures into 

expressions and data literals. For a particular functional program, an exhaustive 

set of unique function tokens indicate a structure is an expression. If a function 

token is a constituent of a structure it may not be considered data. During 

recursive decent to evaluate sub-structures, if data structures are encountered 

only non-functional rules, if any, need be checked.  
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Structure matching with multiple string variables in the reference implementation 

is simplistic in that it tries all possible cases. Using a look-ahead for a literal token 

or end-of-structure would additionally constrain possible matches reducing the 

search space. This is similar to regular expression matching. The time saving 

from this optimization is largely dependent on the fraction of multiple string 

variable rules in the program and how often they are used. 

The reference implementation produces all possible assignments when matching 

the head of a rule to a term. For many rules, there is only one assignment, 

however when multiple string variables occur in a pattern several assignments 

may be possible. For example, there are four assignments when matching the 

pattern ($S x $T) to the term (x x x x). Since only one viable assignment is 

required, an algorithm which allowed lazy evaluation of matching assignments 

would, on average, improve performance at the cost of code complexity and 

space for state maintenance.  

In most evaluations, many sub-terms are redundantly evaluated. An 

implementation which cached the evaluation of intermediate results would trade 

space for time. How best to use the space available has yet to be determined. 

This is an area for additional research. One special case of this is graph 

reduction, where identical sub-terms in a function body are reduced together. 

This is well researched (Henderson and Morris, 1976) and implemented for 

Haskell.  

In many programs and especially function programs, most rules apply near leafs 

of the structure or near recent reductions. The reference implementation makes 

no assumptions about where a reduction might be. An implementation which 

looks near recent reductions first, followed by the leaves of the tree is likely to 
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perform better than one that starts at the root of the expression tree after each 

reduction. 

The list above is not expected to be a complete list of all potential optimizations. 

However, plenty of opportunity exists for initial improvements. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

We developed a simple functional programming language using a rewrite system 

with guard conditions. The language has the mathematical discourse properties 

of semantic denotational meaning and indeterminacy. We demonstrated its 

existence and its Turing equivalence, both theoretically and via a Java 

implementation. It appears to have potential for improving software development 

by allowing programs to be reasoned about as mathematic currently is and by 

allowing additional optimizations. 

6.1 Limitations 

Like all new things, the language developed lacks supporting infrastructure—

everything from libraries to tools to experience to performance. As it stands now, 

the standard library is minuscule compared to typical utility libraries in languages 

in use. The kernel of operations provided is partially a methodological decision 

and partially based on immaturity of the library. Similarly, performance of the 

current version is unreasonable for production environments. If a commercially 

viable version of Easel, as a computational server, is pursued, additional 

operations are likely to be needed and its speed will have to improve. 

A general lack of experience with the language, and too many years developing 

procedural intuition, makes development of programs in a new declarative 

language painful at times. Similarly, a few simple programming tools could make 

development easier. The simplest of which would be a syntax highlighting, 

interactive evaluator to make debugging programs easier. But, other useful tools 
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can be imagined as well, for example, a tool to detect unifying rule heads before 

evaluating terms in the program, or a preprocessor to allow a more readable 

syntax. Then, there are the really powerful tools which would allow deep 

reasoning about the program.  

In addition to limitations due to its novelty, there is a limitation inherent to its 

nature. It is only semi-decidable whether an Easel program is well-founded. This 

calls for higher caliber thought than is typically afforded programming. While it is 

the author’s belief this is a step in the right direction, it is a serious 

methodological change.  

6.2 Future Work 

This work provides a sound basis for further study in the area. Additional 

investigation can be done in several areas: commercialization, use as a 

“functional assembly language”, and program reasoning.  

Before Easel, or a similar spin-off, could be marketed there are several areas 

that need enhancement. There is much work to be done in the area of 

performance as outlined in Chapter 5. Some of this work is simply applying 

known techniques. However, several areas unique to Easel have been identified 

and remain to be studied. Additional libraries need to be developed, especially to 

allow migration of data between Easel and the querying language. Also, simple 

programmer tools need to be available.  

Finally, development of tools to assist programmers in reasoning about their 

programs are now practical.  
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 APPENDIX A 

EASEL STANDARD LIBRARY 

(-- the Easel standard library 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-- type axioms for Letters and  Digits -- 

 

((_Letter 'a') := true)  ((_Letter 'A') := true) 

((_Letter 'b') := true)  ((_Letter 'B') := true) 

((_Letter 'c') := true)  ((_Letter 'C') := true) 

((_Letter 'd') := true)  ((_Letter 'D') := true) 

((_Letter 'e') := true)  ((_Letter 'E') := true) 

((_Letter 'f') := true)  ((_Letter 'F') := true) 

((_Letter 'g') := true)  ((_Letter 'G') := true) 

((_Letter 'h') := true)  ((_Letter 'H') := true) 

((_Letter 'i') := true)  ((_Letter 'I') := true) 

((_Letter 'j') := true)  ((_Letter 'J') := true) 

((_Letter 'k') := true)  ((_Letter 'K') := true) 

((_Letter 'l') := true)  ((_Letter 'L') := true) 

((_Letter 'm') := true)  ((_Letter 'M') := true) 

((_Letter 'n') := true)  ((_Letter 'N') := true) 

((_Letter 'o') := true)  ((_Letter 'O') := true) 

((_Letter 'p') := true)  ((_Letter 'P') := true) 

((_Letter 'q') := true)  ((_Letter 'Q') := true) 

((_Letter 'r') := true)  ((_Letter 'R') := true) 

((_Letter 's') := true)  ((_Letter 'S') := true) 

((_Letter 't') := true)  ((_Letter 'T') := true) 

((_Letter 'u') := true)  ((_Letter 'U') := true) 

((_Letter 'v') := true)  ((_Letter 'V') := true) 

((_Letter 'w') := true)  ((_Letter 'W') := true) 

((_Letter 'x') := true)  ((_Letter 'X') := true) 

((_Letter 'y') := true)  ((_Letter 'Y') := true) 

((_Letter 'z') := true)  ((_Letter 'Z') := true) 

 

((Letter ?x) := true  when     (_Letter ?x)) 

((Letter ?x) := false when not (_Letter ?x)) 

  

((_Digit '0') := true) 

((_Digit '1') := true) 

((_Digit '2') := true) 

((_Digit '3') := true) 

((_Digit '4') := true) 

((_Digit '5') := true) 

((_Digit '6') := true) 

((_Digit '7') := true) 
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((_Digit '8') := true) 

((_Digit '9') := true) 

 

((Digit ?x) := true  when     (_Digit ?x)) 

((Digit ?x) := false when not (_Digit ?x)) 

 

((LetterOrDigit ?x) := (Or (Letter ?x) (Digit ?x))) 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-- equality for characters 

 

((= ?x ?y) := true  when     (_= ?x ?y)) 

((= ?x ?y) := false when not (_= ?x ?y)) 

((_= ?x ?x) := true) 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-- Data 

-- 

-- Only terms for which the Data predicate evaluates to true are 

-- considered data. Everything else is assumed to be an operator. 

-- 

-- To declare a new type of data, do the following: 

--   1) Write a predicate which returns true if the unary parameter 

--        is an instance of the new type. 

--   2) Write a reduction rule(s), similar to the following: 

--        ((Data &X) := true when (MyType &X)) 

--   3) Define equality, similar to the following: 

--        ((= &x &y) := (-boolean-expression-)  

--           when (& (MyType &x) (MyType &y))) 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-- boolean constants 

 

((Boolean true) := true) 

((Boolean false) := true) 

 

((Data &x) := true when (Boolean &x)) 

 

((= true  true ) := true ) 

((= false true ) := false) 

((= true  false) := false) 

((= false false) := true ) 

 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-- logical operators 

 

((& true  true ) := true ) 

((& false true ) := false) 

((& true  false) := false) 
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((& false false) := false) 

 

((Or true  true ) := true ) 

((Or false true ) := true ) 

((Or true  false) := true ) 

((Or false false) := false) 

 

((Not true) := false) 

((Not false):= true) 

 

-- compound logical operators 

 

((Some      ) := false) 

((Some &S $T) := (Or &S (Some $T))) 

 

((All      ) := true) 

((All &S $T) := (& &S (All $T))) 

 

-- compound predicate operators 

 

((SomeAre &p      ) := false) 

((SomeAre &p ?s $T) := (Or (&p ?s) (SomeAre &p $T))) 

((SomeAre &p &S $T) := (Or (&p &S) (SomeAre &p $T))) 

 

((AllAre &p      ) := true) 

((AllAre &p ?s $T) := (& (&p ?s) (AllAre &p $T))) 

((AllAre &p &S $T) := (& (&p &S) (AllAre &p $T))) 

 

-- traditional if-then-else operator 

((If true  &t &f) := &t) 

((If false &t &f) := &f) 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-- Atoms 

-- 

-- Atoms are similar to enumerations in other languages. There are no 

-- operations on the internals of an atom. 

-- 

-- This section is the only place '@' should appear. All other  

-- operations should be written in terms of these. 

 

((Atom ('@'      )) := true) 

((Atom ('@' ?x $S)) := (& (Letter ?x) (AllAre LetterOrDigit $S))) 

 

-- Atom operations 

-- Atoms are considered data and support equality 

 

((Data &X) := true when (Atom &X)) 
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((= ('@'      ) ('@'      )) := true) 

((= ('@'      ) ('@' ?y $Y)) := false      

  when (Atom ('@' ?y $Y))) 

((= ('@' ?x $X) ('@'      )) := false       

  when (Atom ('@' ?x $X))) 

((= ('@' ?x $X) ('@' ?y $Y)) := (& (= ?x ?y) (= ('@' $X) ('@' $Y))) 

  when (& (Atom ('@' ?x $X)) (Atom ('@' ?y $Y)))) 

 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-- Natural numbers 

-- 

-- This section is the only place '#' should appear. All other  

-- operations should be written in terms of these. 

 

((Natural ('#' ?x $S)) := (AllAre Digit ?x $S)) 

 

((Canonical ('#' ?x ?y $S)) := (Canonical ('#'    ?y $S))  

  when     (= ?x '0')) 

((Canonical ('#' ?x ?y $S)) :=            ('#' ?x ?y $S)   

  when not (= ?x '0')) 

((Canonical ('#' ?x      )) :=            ('#' ?x      )) 

 

-- Natural operations 

-- Natural numbers are considered data and support equality 

 

((Data &X) := true when (Natural &X)) 

 

((_= ('#' ?x1       ) ('#' ?y1       )) := (= ?x1 ?y1) 

  when (& (Natural ('#' ?x1       )) (Natural ('#' ?y1       )))) 

((_= ('#' ?x1       ) ('#' ?y1 ?y2 $Y)) := false 

  when (& (Natural ('#' ?x1       )) (Natural ('#' ?y1 ?y2 $Y)))) 

((_= ('#' ?x1 ?x2 $X) ('#' ?y1       )) := false 

  when (& (Natural ('#' ?x1 ?x2 $X)) (Natural ('#' ?y1       )))) 

((_= ('#' ?x1 ?x2 $X) ('#' ?y1 ?y2 $Y)) :=  

 (& (= ?x1 ?y1) (= ('#' ?x2 $X) ('#' ?y2 $Y)))  

 when (& (Natural ('#' ?x1 ?x2 $X)) (Natural ('#' ?y1 ?y2 $Y)))) 

 

((= &X &Y) := (_= (Canonical &X) (Canonical &Y))  

  when (& (Natural &X) (Natural &Y))) 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-- Sets 

-- 

-- Sets are implemented as a term of the form: (_set $S), where $S  

-- holds the Data members of the set. 

-- 

-- Implementation notes: Set operations require equality to be defined  

-- for Data contained in the set. Items are only stored once, order is  
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-- not important. 

-- 

-- This section is the only place 'set' should appear. All other  

-- operations should be written in terms of these. 

 

((Set (_set      )) := true) 

((Set (_set &S $T)) := true when (& (Data &S) (Set (_set $T)))) 

 

((EmptySet &S) := (_EmptySet &S) when (Set &S)) 

((_EmptySet (_set      )) := true) 

((_EmptySet (_set &x $S)) := false) 

((NonemptySet &S) := (Not (_EmptySet &S)) when (Set &S)) 

 

((CreateSet $S) := (_set $S) when (AllAre Data $S)) 

 

((MemberOf (_set $S &x $T)) := &x when (Set (_set $S &x $T))) 

 

((AddMember &x (_set $S)) := (_set &x $S)  

  when (& (Set (_set $S)) (Data &x) )) 

 

((RemoveMember &x (_set $S)) := (_RemoveMember &x ($S) TheEmptySet)  

  when (& (Data &x) (Set (_set $S)))) 

((_RemoveMember &x (&y $S) &T) := (_RemoveMember &x ($S) &T)  

  when     (= &x &y)) 

((_RemoveMember &x(&y $S)&T) := (_RemoveMember &x($S)(AddMember &y &T))  

  when not (= &x &y)) 

((_RemoveMember &x ( ) &T) := &T) 

 

((SuchThat &p (_set $S)) := (_SuchThat &p ($S) TheEmptySet)  

  when (Set (_set $S))) 

((_SuchThat &p (&m $S) &T) := (_SuchThat &p ($S) (AddMember &m &T))  

  when     (&p &m)) 

((_SuchThat &p (&m $S) &T) := (_SuchThat &p ($S) &T               )  

  when not (&p &m)) 

((_SuchThat &p (     ) &T) := &T) 

 

-- set operations 

 

(TheEmptySet := (CreateSet)) 

 

((In &X &S) := false                               

  when (& (Data &X) (   EmptySet &S))) 

((In &X &S) := (_InExcluding &X &S (MemberOf &S))  

  when (& (Data &X) (NonemptySet &S))) 

((_InExcluding &X &S &Y) :=  

  (Or (= &X &Y) (In &X (RemoveMember &Y &S)))) 

 

((Subset &S &T) := true                                    

  when (& (   EmptySet &S) (Set &T))) 

((Subset &S &T) := (_SubsetExcluding &S &T (MemberOf &S))  
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  when (& (NonemptySet &S) (Set &T))) 

((_SubsetExcluding &S &T &X) :=  

  (& (In &X &T) (Subset (RemoveMember &X &S) &T))) 

 

((Union &S &T) := &T                                     

  when (& (   EmptySet &S) (Set &T))) 

((Union &S &T) := (_UnionExcluding &S &T (MemberOf &S))  

  when (& (NonemptySet &S) (Set &T))) 

((_UnionExcluding &S &T &X) :=  

  (Union (AddMember &X &T) (RemoveMember &X &S))) 

 

((SetDifference &S &T) := &S                                             

  when (& (Set &S) (   EmptySet &T))) 

((SetDifference &S &T) := (_SetDifferenceExcluding &S &T (MemberOf &T))  

  when (& (Set &S) (NonemptySet &T))) 

((_SetDifferenceExcluding &S &T &X) :=  

  (SetDifference (RemoveMember &X &S) &T)) 

 

-- Sets are considered data and support equality 

 

((Data &X) := true when (Set &X)) 

 

((= &X &Y) := (& (Subset &X &Y) (Subset &Y &X)) 

  when (& (Set &X)(Set &Y))) 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-- Tuples 

-- 

-- Tuples are implemented as a term of the form: (_tup $S), where $S  

-- holds the Data members of the tuple in order. 

-- 

-- This section is the only place 'tup' should appear. All other 

-- operations should be written in terms of these. 

 

((Tuple (_tup      )) := true) 

((Tuple (_tup &S $T)) := true when (& (Data &S) (Tuple (_tup $T)))) 

 

((EmptyTuple &S) := (_EmptyTuple &S) when (Tuple &S)) 

((_EmptyTuple (_tup      )) := true) 

((_EmptyTuple (_tup &x $S)) := false) 

 

((NonemptyTuple &S) := (Not (_EmptyTuple &S)) when (Tuple &S)) 

 

((OneTuple (_tup &x)) := true when (Tuple (_tup &x))) 

((TwoPlusTuple (_tup &x &y $S)) := true when (Tuple (_tup &x &y $S))) 

 

((CreateTuple $S) := (_tup $S) when (AllAre Data $S)) 

 

((Head (_tup &x $S)) := &x when (Tuple (_tup &x $S))) 
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((Tail (_tup &x $S)) := (_tup $S) when (& (Data &x) (Tuple (_tup $S)))) 

 

((Prepend &x (_tup $S)) := (_tup &x $S)  

  when (& (Data &x) (Tuple (_tup $S)))) 

 

((Concatenate (_tup $S) (_tup $T)) := (_tup $S $T)  

  when (& (Tuple (_tup $S)) (Tuple (_tup $T)))) 

 

-- tuple operations 

 

(TheEmptyTuple := (CreateTuple)) 

 

((Reverse &S) := TheEmptyTuple when (EmptyTuple &S)) 

((Reverse &S) := &S when (OneTuple &S)) 

((Reverse &S) :=  

  (Concatenate (Reverse (Tail &S)) (CreateTuple (Head &S)))  

  when (TwoPlusTuple &S)) 

 

-- Tuples are considered data and support equality 

 

((Data &X) := true when (Tuple &X)) 

 

((= &X &Y) := true when (& (EmptyTuple &X)    (EmptyTuple &Y))) 

((= &X &Y) := false when (& (NonemptyTuple &X) (EmptyTuple &Y))) 

((= &X &Y) := false when (& (EmptyTuple &X)    (NonemptyTuple &Y))) 

((= &X &Y) := (& (= (Head &X) (Head &Y)) (= (Tail &X) (Tail &Y)) )  

  when (& (NonemptyTuple &X) (NonemptyTuple &Y))) 

 

-- end program 

) 


